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We would not be where we are today without the hard work and dedication of each one of you,
evident by the impact you have made in the world. As we prepare for the next phase of
fulfilling our Mission to Continue the Healing Ministry of Jesus Christ, we are reaching out to
partner with you as a member of our family. In preparation for the completion of our new
hospital in 2020, our commitment is to grow our clinical faculty; meeting the needs of the
Inland Empire, Southern California and the world. If you have an interest in returning home,
or know anyone who would like to join the team, we would love to hear from you. You can visit
our website at www.socaldocs.com or contact me anytime.
Mike Unterseher, CMSR
Director of Physician Recruitment
909-558-5912
munterseher@llu.edu
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ing. Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding. It is 7 a.m. in California,
but the day is ending more than halfway around the
world. I know that those 20+ WhatsApp alerts are
echocardiogram images and an e-consult coming from Blantyre
Adventist Hospital. I lived in Malawi for five years as the country’s
only cardiologist. When I left in 2016, there was no cardiologist
to replace me, and I have opted to return to Malawi twice per year
since. In between trips, I provide support remotely.
As guest editor, I reached out to over 20 alumni for their
stories, and it brought back a flood of memories. I spent most of
my day-to-day life in Malawi providing what I hoped was whole
person care, and most of my struggles came from a combination
of a lack of adequate resources, not enough time during the day
or sleep at night, and interpersonal challenges with hospital staff
and administration. The spiritual highs and mountain-top experiences were few and far between and nearly impossible to express in
written form for a story.
Can you relate? We all trained under the same mission: “to make
man whole.” I’m guessing your days are spent like mine were —
trying to provide whole person care and occasionally noting how you
don’t have the full complement of resources you want, the work-life
balance you desire, or the supportive colleagues and administrative
staff to achieve your fullest potential. As co-chair for AIMS, my
dream is to harness the huge potential found within our alumni
body to better support our alumni who are in the mission field.
At any given time, there are about 20 alumni serving in long-term
missions and dozens more planning short-term missions and local
outreach projects. My personal challenge to every alumnus who
reads this is to get involved. There are so many ways to participate.

EDITORIALS
GUEST EDITORIAL

Some may prefer to be mentors, providing our alumni missionaries
with a sounding board and prayer partner. Others may be available
for e-consults — some missionaries are the only doctor/surgeon
in the hospital or have no access to specialists. Others may opt to
fly to the mission field to work side-by-side with the missionaries
or provide cover during their annual leave. Perhaps you’d rather
offer to teach the missionaries something new, provide a one-week
specialty clinic, help educate and upgrade local physicians, or help
fund a shipment of needed supplies.
Even a $100 donation per month is so valuable. It can sponsor
a key hospital employee for further training, provide a lifesaving
surgery to the destitute, or provide cellular data to communicate
between the doctor and the wards. Sure, it won’t buy an ultrasound
or repair the broken X-ray machine. But it will buy batteries. Four
AA batteries in Malawi cost $10, hardly sustainable to keep the
pulse oximeter and BP cuffs functioning all the time. I carry about
$200 of supplies on my trips twice a year, such as packs of bulk
batteries, BP cuffs, pulse oximeters, ECG paper, over-the-counter
drugs, and pill cutters. Each missionary has different needs, and
empowering them with monetary resources enables them to make
an impact in a manner relevant to their specific hospital. As a group
of thousands of alumni, let us join together to support our fellow
alumni — mentor them, join them abroad, send a care package, or
provide them a little money each year for supplies. Imagine if 200
alumni each pledged $100 per month to the mission fund. That
would buy a new ultrasound machine! Don’t wait another month
to get involved. Do it today. Your fellow alumni need you. n

HOW TO GET INVOLVED WITH THE ALUMNI JOURNAL
1

Communicate with us via: Letters to the editor | Feedback, comments, and
questions | Social media

2

Notify us of: Updates on life and career | In memoriam notices |
Changes of address

3

Contribute your: Best photographs of hobbies, travel, and career | Manuscripts
of stories, essays, and poems | Ideas for content, subjects, and themes

4

Reach us at: Email: llusmaa@llu.edu | Phone: 909-558-4633 |
11245 Anderson St., Suite 200, Loma Linda, CA 92354
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CORRECTIONS
On p.37 of the Summer 2019 issue, the graduation venues for the years 1974 and 1996 were
listed incorrectly. They should be Redlands
Community Bowl (1974) and Drayson Center
Auditorium (1996). On p.39 of the same issue,
Megan Hall should be spelled Magan Hall.
For more information about the ALUMNI
JOURNAL, how to submit an article, or to see past
issues, please visit www.llusmaa.org/journal.
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H. Del Schutte ’84

88th ANNUAL
POSTGRADUATE
CONVENTION
Save the Date: March 5-9, 2020

For all the latest updates visit

llu.edu/homecoming.
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ongratulations to TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04 and
the editorial committee on putting together an excellent
issue of the JOURNAL highlighting alumni mission
service. Along with the health message, mission service has been one
of the hallmarks of our medical school and our alumni. It is said that
service for others is the most beneficial thing you can do for yourself,
which is probably why we are encouraged to lead lives of service. I
personally have found with my own Walk Nicaragua mission project
that this becomes a highlight for the doctors and volunteers who
join me. In addition to
“telling your stories,” the
Alumni Association is
IT IS SAID THAT SERVICE
increasingly committed
FOR OTHERS IS THE MOST
to facilitating opportuniBENEFICIAL THING YOU
ties to serve.
CAN DO FOR YOURSELF,
I recently asked one of
WHICH IS PROBABLY WHY
our more accomplished
WE ARE ENCOURAGED TO
resident graduates from
LEAD LIVES OF SERVICE.
the University of South
Carolina School of
Medicine,“What could possibly be said in an editorial that would be
meaningful?” His unhesitating response, given his own success not
only professionally but also personally, was astounding. “Why are
we all overwhelmed with anxiety, depression, and suicide? Where
have we lost our moorings, and is there anything different at Loma
Linda that protects or anchors us for the mental health storm?”
“Home alone” far too often describes this generation. The
metrics in these areas among health care professionals at all levels
are staggering. Studies show that almost 50 percent of Americans
are sometimes or always lonely. That percentage is highest for
Generation Z (ages 18-22) and millennials (ages 23-37). Clinical
loneliness has been ascribed to have the detrimental effects of
smoking 15 cigarettes a day, a situation that would cause high alarm
on an Adventist campus. Clinical depression rates among medical
students have been reported as high as 15 to 30 percent, and physician suicide is an increasing threat. The constant bombardment
of social media advertising everyone’s “final photoshopped cut” is
too easy to compare to one’s own behind-the-scenes reality. In an
era where formerly accepted clinical events such as deep venous

SAVE DATE
THE

Home...
Alone?

thrombosis and infections are now considered “never events,” how
much more aggressively should we address these issues?
I’m reminded of the airplane instruction to put your oxygen
mask on first so that you will be able to help others. The phrase
“charity begins at home” has been used in many ways, most
commonly as a directive to begin your efforts at home, which is
sometimes a more difficult and less glamorous undertaking. While
we celebrate and encourage service abroad, I believe it is not only
aspirational but imperative that we further our partnership with
the medical school in making whole not just our patients but also
our alumni “family,” especially the students and residents. Although
the first and certainly a worthy target for assisting students usually
becomes finances (my own dream is that we mirror other schools
in providing tuition-free medical school), meeting their mental,
spiritual, and emotional needs should be an equal priority.
Given our legacy and wholeness philosophy, I believe our alumni
are more qualified than any other alumni group to help meet these
needs and gain a reputation for our school as leaders in the overall
health and well-being of our students and residents. In reality, I do
not believe this can be accomplished without significant involvement from the alumni. GINA J. MOHR ’96 and the Student
Affairs Council continue to embark on efforts to support students
in meaningful ways. Recently, we partnered with the medical school
to create the emergency student fund, which provides assistance
to students facing unforeseen hardships. JENNY JAQUE ’04
and the Media Advisory Council along with Alumni Association
director Calvin Chuang have also just completed a major undertaking to rebrand the Association and develop media that more
effectively reaches EACH generation.
To see all the ways that you can become involved in “paying it
forward,” whether through mentorship, financial assistance, or
other contributions, visit www.llusmaa.org/payingitforward. I
want to say a very special thank you to those of you already engaged.
Please take this seriously and consider your status as an alumnus
or alumna to be an active role. Collectively as a group, we have the
opportunity to help create a healthier and more whole medical
school student body. n

For more information, please call
909-558-4633 or visit llusmaa.org/apc.

STUDENTS

There Has Never
Been a Better Time
to Get Involved
“You have shown me God’s character in a deeper
way, and I can’t wait to follow in your footsteps
and help give back to the Alumni Association in
the future as one of you!”
- Current LLU Medical Student

Give your wisdom, time, and support to
help medical students reach their potential
and let them know they are cared for.

MISSIONS
Support alumni missionaries by donating
your skills at a mission hospital or by
helping to support them financially.

MEDIA
Help us create compelling media
to inspire, motivate, and educate
students and your fellow alumni.

Alumni Association President
Schutte.del@gmail.com

To learn about opportunities, visit www.llusmaa.org/payingitforward.
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FROM THE DEAN

Improving
Physician Care

T

2020 Board of Directors Election
Please complete the form by using a black/blue pen, or vote online at

www.llusmaa.org/ballot-2020.
Full Name: _______________________________________ Class: _______________ Email: ____________________________________
Address: _________________________________________ State: _______________ Zip Code: _________________________________
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ANNUAL AND PERPETUAL MEMBERS:
Do you approve of the appointment of the following persons to the Alumni Association Board of Directors?
Yes No Abstain

Yes No Abstain
Kaarsten Lang ’87

Mindi Guptill ’06

Delbe Meelhuysen ’87

Heidi Christensen ’09

Gisella Sandy ’98

Shammah Williams ’11

Jason Lohr ’01

Kristyn Mannoia ’11
✄ CUT HERE

2020 Holding Fund Board of Directors Election
Please complete the form using a black/blue pen, or vote online at

www.llusmaa.org/ballot-2020.
PERPETUAL MEMBERS:
Do you wish to elect Stephen Skahen ’80 as a Holding Fund board member?
Approve

Disapprove

Voting closes January 9, 2020. Thank you for your participation!
MAKE A SUGGESTION:
Do you know any LLU School of Medicine alumni that you believe would be interested in serving on either the Alumni
Association Board of Directors or the Holding Fund Board of Directors in the future?
Name 1: __________________________________________

Please circle one:

Board of Directors

Holding Fund Board

Name 2: _________________________________________

Please circle one:

Board of Directors

Holding Fund Board

Please send completed form to:
11245 Anderson Street, Ste. 200
Loma Linda, CA 92354
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o make man whole — LLUSM alumni have contributed
a myriad of testimonials and written pages about what
this motto means to them as practicing physicians. I have
heard profound, meaningful, touching, and inspiring words.
This concept of wholeness remains a cornerstone for the future
as we train students to become physicians to the next generations. However, as we observe changes in the practice of medicine
throughout our careers, the national dialogue on wellness and
physician burnout draws my attention. Wellness means many things
to many people. The World Health Organization defines health as
“a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”1 Current physicians experience the significant organizational changes of the health care system,
resulting in increasing reports of an “epidemic of burnout” impacting
our professional fulfillment. In this environment, it is not beneficial
to ask stressed physicians stretched in so many areas to “heal themselves.”2 Wellness or wholeness might be phrased in the medical
literature as one more thing that a busy physician is getting behind on.
“To make man whole” — when are we going to extend this
concept of wholeness to the health care providers? How can we
extend this across the entire spectrum to our students, residents,
and practicing physicians? How does our spirituality and personal
faith integrate into this? Physicians who are fulfilled personally
and professionally may experience happiness, improved self-worth,
satisfaction, and be better equipped to practice both the art and
science of whole person care. They may also guide efforts to implement improvements in our systems of care that will allow our
current students and future patients to experience the results.
Concerningly, there is increasing evidence that both university
students and medical students are experiencing burnout and related
symptoms in rising numbers. Medical training is a stressful time for
students worldwide and has been shown to be associated with high
rates of burnout, anxiety, and depression, adversely affecting physicians throughout their careers. Depression or depressive symptoms
among U.S. medical students was 27.2 percent, and that of suicidal
ideation was 11.1 percent in a survey reported in 2016.3 Compared
to postsecondary graduates from the general population, medical
student respondents had significantly higher rates of psychological
distress and suicidal ideation as well as mood and anxiety disorders.4,5
The stresses of medical education have been experienced by all
of us, and we are affected by the slippery slope of perfectionism,

imposter syndrome, and a myriad of other factors. As a medical
school, we are working to implement processes and programs to
change some of these factors. Programs are being addressed for the
entire spectrum of care — from the worried well to resources for
more serious illnesses.
We added a new program this past school year that I feel very
optimistic about — LIFE Communities. Students are divided into
separate learning communities that include students from all four
classes and a faculty leader. We aim to provide a more individualized student experience within a supportive environment that
offers a sense of community as well as a longitudinal mentoring
relationship with faculty. Freshman students can learn from their
sophomore, junior, and senior counterparts. This enhances the
opportunity for students to have guidance and coaching in developing their professional identity and assists in helping them develop
personal resilience. It is essential to “build a culture of appreciation,
support, and compassion along with a deep sense of community.”2
What can LLUSMAA physicians do? We, as clinical leaders in
medicine, can work to lead a paradigm shift in rejecting the historic
“iron-doc”2 culture by encouraging fellow physicians to extend to
themselves and their colleagues the same whole person care that we
show to our patients. I encourage you to connect and communicate
with other alumni in order to continue to support the community
of the LLUSM Alumni Association. n
Endnotes:
1. World Health Organization (www.who.int)
2. Bohman B, Dyrbye L, Sinsky CA et al: Physician Well-Being: The
Reciprocity of Practice Efficiency, Culture of Wellness, and Personal
Resilience. This article originally appeared in NEJM Catalyst April 26, 2017.
3. Rotenstein LS, Marco, Ramos MA, Torre M et al: Prevalence of
Depression, Depressive Symptoms, and Suicidal Ideation Among
Medical Students: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. JAMA.
2016;316(21):2214-2236.
4. Maser B, Danilewitz M, Guérin E et al: Medical Student Psychological
Distress and Mental Illness Relative to the General Population: A
Canadian Cross-Sectional Survey. Academic Medicine. Publish Ahead of
Print(): August 20, 2019
5. Chantal Brazeau C, Shanafelt T, Durning S et al: Distress Among
Matriculating Medical Students Relative to the General Population.
Academic Medicine. 2014; 89(11):1520–1525.

Tamara L. Thomas ’87
School of Medicine Dean
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Letters to the Editor

Alumni Association Takes Steps
Toward Improving Brand Recognition

Your comments and
feedback about the JOURNAL
are always appreciated. Here
is what some of our readers
had to say this year!

As some of you may know, the Alumni Association of the School of Medicine
of Loma Linda University (LLU) was founded by alumni of the LLU School of
Medicine in 1923. The organization was founded with the intent of creating a
community for alumni and medical students. Keeping the spirit of community in
mind, the Alumni Association decided to create a logo, redesign its website, and
expand our social media presence as well as introduce new media projects such as
our recently released podcasts.
“Why?” you might ask. Because we felt that it was time for a change. The Alumni
Association is ever changing along with the physicians it embodies; therefore, we set
out to create something that resonated with alumni across all demographics as well
as our existing and prospective medical students.
Our goal was to develop a logo that symbolized medicine and complemented the
existing Alumni Association seal. We set out to create a brand that represents the
Alumni Association’s core values of connecting, creating, and caring. We conducted
focus groups and sought feedback from alumni and medical students regarding the
new logo and overall brand.

TAKKIN LO ’86
Such impressive changes in the writing
and layout, as well as the style and format,
of this precious and very much treasured
magazine, especially for those of us that
do not live in the immediate vicinity of the
campus proper. It gives us a continued close
sense of connection with our alma mater.
Thank you for the upgrade!

The new website is up and running. The Alumni Association hopes the improved website will provide a
better experience for everyone who accesses it.

whereby you instantly remember all the experiences you have had in the classroom and on
the wards, all the patient experiences, the late
night study sessions, and the lifelong friends

you made at LLU School of Medicine. n
– BY JENNY JAQUE ’04,
MEDIA ADVISORY COUNCIL CHAIR

Ath “A.T.” Tuot Retires from Alumni Association After 32 Years
of Service as Records and Special Projects Coordinator

WARREN L. FISH ’61
This issue of the ALUMNI JOURNAL
(Spring 2019) is the best ever! My most
sincere congratulations to the ALUMNI
JOURNAL staff for this superb work;
I really am impressed. Keep on doing so
again and in the future, won’t you please?

RONALD E. TURK ’63
I enjoyed reading the two articles by
Dennis Park (Summer 2019 issue),
“A History of the School of Medicine
Graduation Venues” and “Heritage Stone
Update.” I remember well the Redlands
Bowl from 1963 because our 2-year-old son,
Danny, decided he wanted to be up front
with his daddy. My wife, Mary Lou, was
embarrassed to have to race up front to get
him and return him back to her seat!
The Alumni Association plans to use the new logo on products such as T-shirts, caps, and other
goods in order to promote brand recognition.
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In terms of the redesigned website, we
felt that it was important for us to make
information easily accessible for our current
alumni, future alumni, and prospective
medical students. Our goal with this redesigned website is to provide our visitors an
easier way to browse information based on
their interests.
The redesigned website gives better
access to who we are as an organization
and provides updated information for
alumni, medical students, mission service,
and current gifting opportunities. Among
the improved features, the site integrates
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube to foster
improved communication with alumni. We
will constantly be updating our content
with interesting and helpful information.
It is our hope that these exciting changes
will become part of a familiar brand to you

On October 31, Ath “A.T.” Tuot retired from the Alumni
Association after 32 years of dedicated service. A.T., records and
special projects coordinator, was responsible for the creation of the
ALUMNI DIRECTORY. In the late 1980s, the office used a mini
frame computer to which four or five terminals could be connected.
“Production of the DIRECTORY was a very different process
then,” he said. “Information was collected on data storage reels that
were sent to a programmer to extract the information and typeset
most of the pages before they were sent to the printer.”
A.T.’s path to the Association began in June 1987 when he visited
a friend in Loma Linda. Impressed with Loma Linda University, he
filled out an application before returning home. Within a week he
received a call from Gerry Friesen, director of the Association. A.T.
interviewed for a position as records manager when a round-trip
airline ticket was offered. A few hours later, he was offered the job
and began work on July 17, 1987.
“The thing I will miss most is working with the alumni,” he said.
“Over the years, I’ve gotten to know our members as more than
alumni but as friends.”
In his retirement, A.T. is anticipating spending more time with
his wife, Radina, who also recently retired, and their three children,
as well as doing some traveling. n

Ath “A.T.” Tuot makes the finishing touches on his final edition of the
ALUMNI DIRECTORY before retiring.
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NEWS
APC PREVIEW

APC 2020 Preview
“The Latest and Greatest in Whole Person Care” is the theme for the 88th Annual Postgraduate
Convention (APC) plenary sessions. APC, March 6-9, 2020, is a time when alumni can return to the
Loma Linda University campus to learn, connect, and earn continuing medical education credits.
Keynote plenary sessions will feature two renowned guest
speakers, Jamy Ard, MD, professor and co-director of the Weight
Management Center at Wake Forest School of Medicine, and
Valter Longo, PhD, USC professor of gerontology and biological
sciences and director of the Longevity Institute.
Medical research will be featured on Sunday and Monday of

APC. Participants who visit the expanded scientific poster exhibit
will have the opportunity to earn more continuing medical education credits than have been offered in the past. Video streaming of
Dr. Ard, Dr. Longo, and other plenary session presenters will be
available again in 2020. For more information or to register, visit
apc.llusmaa.org.

Featured Guest Speakers
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Jamy Ard, MD

Valter Longo, PhD

Dr. Ard has more
than 20 years of experience in clinical nutrition
and obesity during
which he developed and
tested medical strategies for the treatment
of obesity in special
populations, including
African Americans, those
with type 2 diabetes, and
older adults. His research
interests include clinical management of obesity and
strategies to improve cardiometabolic risk using lifestyle modification. Answers to challenging observations
about weight loss, including the variability in response
to obesity treatment strategies in a variety of patient
populations as well as why individualized treatment
strategies may be more effective in obesity treatment,
will be presented by Dr. Ard during his session,
“Complexities of Obesity Treatment: Beyond ‘Eat Less
and Move More.’”

Dr. Longo was called
a “guru of longevity” in
Time magazine in 2015
after his research was
among the most widely
cited in the biomedical
field. He is recognized
as a leader in the area of
aging studies and related
diseases. His discoveries
include some of the
major genetic pathways
that regulate aging and life-threatening diseases as well
as the identification of a genetic mutation that protects
men from several common diseases. Dr. Longo will
speak on the effects of fasting mimicking diets (FMD)
on disease prevention and disease treatment during his
presentation, “Fasting Mimicking Diets, Regeneration,
and Age-related Diseases.” Participants will learn about
the genetics of aging, the effects of calorie restriction on
diseases, and the effects of FMDs on disease prevention
in humans. n

NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS

NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS

Cheryl Germain Is
Designated a Master by
the American Society
for Clinical Pathology

FOLLOW THE
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
ONLINE

facebook.com/
llumedschool

@LLUMedSchool
STUDENT BLOG:
llu.edu/llusmblog
WEBSITE:
medicine.llu.edu

School of Medicine
News is developed
by Jonathan
Davidson, video
and photo specialist
at the School of
Medicine.
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Cheryl Germain, founding director of the pathologists’ assistant program at Loma Linda University School
of Medicine, has been designated as a Master by the
American Society for Clinical Pathology (ASCP).
This elite designation, formally conferred during
the ASCP 2019 Annual Meeting, held Sept. 11-13 in
Phoenix, honors ASCP members who have made a significant contribution to pathology through sustained service
to the profession and to the Society.
Germain is the only pathologists’ assistant in the
country to have launched two successful pathologists’
assistant programs. Prior to coming to Loma Linda
University, she was hired to become the founding director
of the West Virginia University School of Medicine’s
pathologists’ assistant program. She brought that
program through two successful accreditation cycles, and
her students had a 100 percent pass rate on the ASCP
certification exam.
A practicing pathologists’ assistant since 1995,
Germain began her career as an adjunct assistant
professor of biology at Quinnipiac University for several

Loma Linda University School of Medicine Hosts 19th
Annual Health Disparities Research Symposium

Cheryl Germain (right) receives the ASCP Mastership award
from ASCP board member Melissa Upton, MD.

years, teaching anatomy and physiology.
Germain has been an active volunteer with
ASCP for many years, serving as the Mid-Atlantic
Regional Representative for the Council of Laboratory
Professionals from 2010 to 2016, program director of the
PA Exam Committee from 2012 to 2018, and currently as
a member of the Commission on Membership. n

Institute for Health Policy and Leadership
Publishes Policy Briefs on Health Care Legislation
Do you want to keep up with health care policy issues at
the state and federal level? The Institute for Health Policy
and Leadership publishes policy briefs on legislation that
affects patients and providers. Each brief summarizes the
issue under consideration, the history of policy changes
surrounding the issue, the reasoning behind the proposed
policy changes, and the law’s potential impacts, and it
reveals which groups support and oppose the legislation.
Recent policy briefs have covered Maternal
Mental Health (AB 577), Reinstatement of the
Individual Mandate and Penalty in California (SB 78),
Immunizations: Medical Exemptions (SB 276), and the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services rule on
“Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care.”

All policy briefs prepared by the Institute can be accessed
at https://ihpl.llu.edu/resources/policy-briefs.
Wonha Kim, MD, director of the Institute for Health
Policy and Leadership, said, “We started creating these
policy briefs because one of the three main functions
of the Institute is 'education and engagement,' and we
wanted people to learn more about relevant health policies through informative, easy-to-read briefs so that they
can stay engaged with what is happening in the current
health care landscape. The policy briefs also align with
the Institute’s vision, which is to provide education,
leadership, and research regarding policies aimed at
preventing disease, promoting wellness, and restoring
human wholeness.” n

On August 7, the School of Medicine
hosted the 19th Annual Health Disparities
Research Symposium. It featured more than
60 biomedical research presentations from
high school, undergraduate, graduate, and
medical students participating in the various
biomedical research training programs sponsored by the Center for Health Disparities
and Molecular Medicine (CHDMM).
Mark A. Lawson, PhD, professor of
OB-GYN and reproductive sciences and
the director of UC President’s Postdoctoral
Fellowship Program at UC San Diego School
of Medicine, shared the keynote address titled,
“Forging a New Path: Choosing and Pursuing
a Career in STEM.” The speech was particularly relevant to the students, as many are the

Student researchers display their certificates of completion of their research training programs at the
19th Annual Health Disparities Research Symposium.

first in their families to pursue STEM degrees.
The CHDMM has done much to support
minority students pursuing postgraduate
degrees at Loma Linda University. Before
its inception, 9 percent of PhD students
graduating from the School of Medicine

were minorities. In 2016, that number had
climbed to 39 percent. Such progress was a
primary reason why the National Institutes
of Health recently designated the CHDMM
as a Center of Excellence on Health
Disparities Research. n

School of Medicine Appoints New Assistant Deans
and Department Chairs
ELAINE A. HART ’00

AMY C. HAYTON ’04

DANIEL K. ROGSTAD ’09

Dr. Hart was appointed
Assistant Dean of
Regional Campuses.
She will be responsible
for maintaining clinical excellence in our current regional
campuses as well as developing comparable future regional campuses.

In her new role as
Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs and
Wellness, Dr. Hayton
will
lead
LIFE
Communities and develop other
programs to improve student vitality.

Dr. Rogstad was
appointed Assistant
Dean for Basic Science
Education. He is
tasked with creating
a learner-centered, integrated, organbased model that will support the School
of Medicine’s curriculum renewal.

Harry Dao Jr., MD

THOMAS DONALDSON ’84

ELIZABETH L. WALTERS ’94

Dr. Dao was appointed
associate professor and
chair of the department of dermatology.

Dr. Donaldson was
appointed chair of the
department of orthopedic surgery.

Dr.
Walters
was
appointed
interim
chair of the department of emergency
medicine.
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Street Medicine Program Helps
Underserved Communities
BY WON-JIN JEON (’20)

ALUMNI

Weddings

Mattie Lake and

GINA KANG ’17

and Phillip Hou

On the first week of my Street Medicine experience, I met a single
mom with children ages 6, 8, and 12. They had been homeless for about
three months before entering the shelter for women and children. At
the end of the medical interview and physical examination, I offered
to pray with the family. Very naturally, the family started to hold each
others’ hands, and pretty soon I found myself inside the family’s prayer
circle with the 6-year-old girl on my left and the mom on my right.
After we opened our eyes, I heard someone chirp up on my left,
“I want to pray for Tita and Daddy!” She prayed for Tita, Daddy, and
finally about her homelessness, more specifically asking God to help
them to find ways to leave homelessness. “God, please help my mom
receive her paycheck so that she can pay our bills,” she prayed. I was
stunned and impressed by the young girl’s prayer. I thought to myself,
“I wonder how many men, women, and even children are praying the
same prayer tonight.”
Starting from meeting that family of four, I have had many patient
encounters and heard stories of the struggles and realities of living
on the streets of San Bernardino. There are patients of ages 5 to 80
with various illnesses and different levels of homelessness — some
without adequate care after a fractured arm, others who have suffered
concussions from altercations on the streets, occasionally those with
uncontrolled hypertension requiring referral to a nearby emergency
department, and many who smile brightly and say, “Sure, I haven’t seen
the doctor in ages. I just want to see if my health is okay.”
Not only is the patient encounter refreshing and meaningful, but
the teamwork of the Street Medicine volunteers and their spirit of
servitude and prayer keep me going event after event. I have seen the
heart of compassion exuding through the attending physicians and
residents who come to the evening clinics despite their busy schedules,
the attitude of service from medical, pharmacy, physician assistant,
and nursing students practicing medicine in the place where medicine
is most needed, and the prayer groups which form before and after
each evening session. I have been repeatedly inspired by second-year
medical students who come in the middle of their test week with
excited faces and hearts ready to give to this underserved community.

• Wedding Date/Location:
September 1, 2019, at
Georgia United SDA
Church in Duluth, Georgia
• Residency: Dr. Kang is
doing a pediatrics residency
at LLUH.
• Bride’s Parents: Dr. Young
and Christine Kang
• Groom’s Parents: David
and Katherine Hou
• Comments: Other
(future) alumni family
members include YOONA
KANG (’21).

JORDAN S.
KATTENHORN ’16
• Wedding Date/Location:
October 26, 2019, in
Angelus Oaks, California
• Practice: Dr. Kattenhorn
is practicing family medicine
at LLUH.
• Bride’s Parents: Bill Lake
and Cheryl Lake
• Groom’s Parents: JON ’74
and Jeanette Kattenhorn
• Comments: Other
alumni family members
include LOWELL D.
KATTENHORN ’41. n

GINA J. MOHR ’96 (third right) works with LLU medical students on an
evening of Street Medicine at a shelter for women and children.

Those willing hearts, beating for others, to serve the underserved —
that is Street Medicine.
Thinking from the viewpoint of the patients, what would the
students and physicians look like? Would it reassure them that they
will get the best care possible? Would it let them know that there are
those who truly care for them and want to give? Would they be able to
see God in the midst of the praying group, guiding their words, hands,
and minds?
Though the mission of Street Medicine is to provide for the underserved, I have found that the experiences and patients have given me
more. Not only do the evening clinic sessions help me to learn and
practice serving the underserved, but Street Medicine also gives me a
clear purpose in medicine. If the purpose of medicine is not to reach
the unreached and serve the underserved, then what is medicine? Each
6-year-old girl who prays for ways to leave homelessness, each homeless man sharing his fears after a concussion, and each “sugar check”
brings me back to this prayer: Lord, all I ask is that you form me into
the physician that you would want me to become and that you would
use me to serve your children in poverty and homelessness and help me
to allow you to be in the midst of my interactions with them. n

THE STUDENT FUND is a branch of the Student Affairs Council and part of the Alumni Association, LLUSM. Its activities are financed
by your contributions and greatly appreciated by LLU medical students. For more information or to make a donation, please contact the Alumni
Association at 909-558-4633 or LLUSMAA@LLU.EDU.
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If you or any alumni you know have recently
gotten married and would like to submit a wedding
announcement, please contact us at llusmaa@llu.edu.

EDDIE NGO

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™

WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?
College savings? Paying off debt? Building a home? Retirement?
For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP®, has been helping Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni
pursue their goals and dreams through financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps his clients with:
• Strategies to build a diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, investment related tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide you through every stage of life from birth to retirement

222 East Olive Ave. Suite #2 • Redlands, CA 92373 • Office: 909.307.1760 • eddie.ngo@edngofinancial.com
Securities offered through Sigma Financial Corporation. Member FINRA & SIPC. Fee-based investment advisory services offered
through Sigma Planning Corporation, a registered investment advisor.
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What’s new? Have you accomplished
something of which you are proud? Have you
received an award? Served overseas recently?
Want to simply update us on your life? Email
us at llusmaa@llu.edu.

1950s
WESLEY KIME ’53-A presented his artwork at the opening of the Loma Linda
University (LLU) Faculty Portrait Gallery in July. His portrait gallery was originally on
display in the Del E. Webb Memorial Library for 10 years, but in 2014 they were taken
down and stored. Now out of storage, the originals are exhibited on the third floor of the
Alumni Hall for Basic Sciences in three capacious halls. The new venue for the portraits
physically conjoins the Faculty Portrait Gallery with the existing Mossberger Gallery,
which is composed of watercolor representations of “The Family of Man,” painted by
JOSEPH I. MOSSBERGER ’39.
The subjects of Dr. Kime’s portraits may be recognizable to many alumni. The 54 original
portraits in the gallery are not the usual formal photographs or museum portraits. Instead, he
focused on showing characteristic intimate facial expressions and casual poses and apparel as
if the subjects were in conversation in a living room. Selection of the subjects representative

of the University’s schools was made in 2002
by RICHARD H. HART, DRPH, ’70
and the Dean’s Committee. Those of honored
School of Medicine faculty and graduates
were chosen through the Alumni Association.
Dr. Kime has also painted two large group
portraits in Coleman Pavilion and four in the
School of Medicine dean’s hall, plus the dedication portrait in the Carrol S. Small Alumni
Center. From simple drawings to large group
portraits, Dr. Kime has contributed to LLU
art for more than 60 years.

1960s
J. LAMONT MURDOCH ’63 was
recently promoted to Emeritus Professor,
Department of Medicine. After earning his
medical degree, he completed an internship at
White Memorial Medical Center in 1964. He

then completed his postdoctoral training in
internal medicine at Loma Linda University
Medical Center (LLUMC) in 1967. He was
LLUMC’s first chief medical resident in 1967.
Dr. Murdoch completed a fellowship in endocrinology and metabolism also at LLUMC.
He then went on to complete a fellowship in
medicine in the Division of Human Genetics
at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
Maryland, in 1969. Dr. Murdoch is known
as “the doctor’s doctor and the teacher’s
teacher.” He served as chief of the Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism for 36 years.
(Source: School of Medicine Report)

1980s
JEAN E. SPRENGEL ’81 reports
that she graduated from the University of
Southern California in May with a Master

of Studies in Law. In conjunction with
the degree, she completed certificates in
Health Care Compliance, Compliance, and
Entertainment Industry and Law. She said
it was a challenge to study while continuing
her full-time practice of anesthesiology.
Dr. Sprengel has also joined Mission
Plasticos and Shaping Lives (California)
by donating her anesthesiology skills as
they perform reconstructive surgery on
those in need both in Southern California
and abroad. The organizations were
founded by plastic surgeons who are based
in Newport Beach, California. For 20
years, they have provided services to many
children with deformities, such as cleft
lips and palates and burn deformities, as
well as to adults needing various types of
reconstructive surgery. n

IT’S ABOUT TRUST
Your priority is protecting your patients.
Our priority is protecting you.
For more than 40 years, the Cooperative of American Physicians, Inc.
(CAP) has provided our physician members with superior medical
malpractice coverage. CAP members also receive proactive risk
management services, in-house legal and claims support, practice
management resources, and so much more. Find out what makes
CAP different.

CAPphysicians.com 800-252-7706
Sarah E. Scher, JD
Chief Executive Officer
WESLEY KIME ’53-A (second left) is joined by (left to right) PAUL C. HERRMANN, PHD, ’00,
TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, dean of the School of Medicine, and RAYMOND HERBER ’57 at the
opening of the LLU Faculty Portrait Gallery in July.
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Medical professional liability coverage is provided to CAP members by the Mutual Protection Trust
(MPT), an unincorporated interindemnity arrangement organized under Section 1280.7 of the
California Insurance Code.
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Mission Stories From
Around the World

L

oma Linda University has been training and sending
medical missionaries abroad for over 100 years.
Medical mission work itself has changed throughout
the decades, but living in the mission field has always been
full of both challenges and rewards. The eight mission stories
featured in this issue are penned by your fellow alumni
who are or were medical missionaries. Each brought to the
mission field a unique perspective and skill set, and each has
now been shaped and changed by their mission experience,
including their working relationships that were forged in
the midst of both a different culture and a different set of
hardships than what they were trained for.
As guest editor of this issue, I would like to thank
DANAE R. NETTEBURG ’06, JAMES E.
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APPEL ’00, JAMES E. CROUNSE ’07, SARAH
E. BELENSKY ’13, RYAN A. HAYTON ’05,
TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12, and JASON L.
LOHR ’01 for sharing a glimpse of one part of their life
with us in this JOURNAL. The stories and cases are diverse
with some being quite personal and vulnerable. While each
missionary could likely fill an entire book with stories, they
have chosen to share just one small part of their life here.
Each has followed God’s call to leave home and serve Him
where he has led their lives. We hope you are inspired to pray
for them, support them, and join them as we all continue
the mission to “further the teaching and healing ministry of
Jesus Christ ‘to make man whole’” wherever we are. n

SHARLENE HAYTON

BY TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04, GUEST EDITOR
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Box Babies: God’s
Calling to Stay
BY DANAE R. NETTEBURG ’06

For all of my life, there has been a logical
next step. The next step from academy
was college. College led to a year as a
student missionary. Then college led to
residency. Life was dictated by the logical
next thing, all in its prescribed time.
Socially, the next step after college was falling in love with
a husband and having children. (Thank you Loma Linda for
that husband!)
Spiritually, the next step was the mission field, what I had
been looking for since leaving Africa as a student missionary
and what drove me through the grueling life of medical
school and pushed me through the long hours of residency.
I gave up my young adult life to medical school and residency, as all physicians do. I had a purpose. My purpose was
to go to the mission field. God called me.
African medical mission work was the goal influencing
my every decision for 10 years. I finally found myself in
Chad, Africa, in 2010, a bona fide missionary physician.
I had reached my career goal. Now a decade later, we find
ourselves asking God, “Now what?”
Missionary life. Missionaries. Missions. Sounds magical,
right? Amazing people going to amazing places and doing
amazing things. All stories have happy endings. Everybody
gets baptized. All patients are healed. “And Little Johnny never
sinned again” type of children’s stories in church. And the
insinuation is that if those aren’t your stories, you have failed.
Well, we have failed. Patients have died. Souls have gone
unbaptized. Endings have not been happy. Non-missionary
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NOT MANY PEOPLE WRITE ABOUT THE PART
OF MISSION LIFE JUST BEFORE YOU COME
HOME, WHEREVER HOME IS. AND WHENEVER
THAT IS. WE STILL DON’T KNOW.
field while you still have another year left in the tank? Do we
push on until our marriages and our children crack?
We’ve had such a wonderful… no, that’s not the right
word. Enjoyable? No, that’s not it either. Rewarding — yes,
that’s the right word. Fulfilling — even better. I can’t think of
anything more rewarding or fulfilling than our time serving
in Chad. When I think of life in America, and I do think of
it often, I love daydreaming about the nice things, clothes,
food, health, and sports. But the daydreaming seems a bit
empty compared to the health care we provide to nearly
20,000 Chadians each year.

DANAE R. NETTEBURG ’06

medical school. Medical school led to

words get uttered in the operating room when things don’t go
according to plan. Patience gets lost. Missionaries get angry.
Church gets skipped. Children get ignored, neglected, yelled
at, spanked, and sick. Marriages grow stagnant. Hospital
staff go on strike. Medical equipment rusts. Water pumps
go out. Generators die. Government threatens shutdown.
Church threatens takeover. Little Johnny sins again.
Spiritual lives fade. Bodies tire. Hearts cool. Missionaries
vanish into the tapestry of a rug woven from Satan’s
conquests.
Not many people write about the part of mission life just
before you come home, wherever home is. And whenever
that is. We still don’t know.
How do you know when it’s time? As soon as you start
wondering? As soon as your five years are up? When your
children reach age X? Is it spiritual failure to leave the mission

Children from Carton’s village enjoy a Sabbath morning outside under a mango tree, singing, praying, and listening to Bible stories.

Yet millions of people, physicians and others, lead
fulfilling lives in America too. Maybe you’re one of them.
Could we? What would that even look like for strange
people like us? Who would we be? Ex-missionaries? After
nine years in Chad, what does one’s identity become? Can
nine years really define the rest of your life? Will we continue
to make new stories, or will we be those annoying people
whose conversations always turn to, “Well, that reminds me
of this one time when we were missionaries in Chad, and…”?
And how did we even get to this point? The point of
leaving. Are we burned out? Why would we consider leaving?
How does a missionary know when it’s time to move on, to
throw in the towel? Did we fail? Wait, are we even leaving?
The plan doesn’t change day to day; it changes hour to hour.
You know, that’s probably a sign.
We have two additional doctors here with us in Béré
for the first time, and two more arriving in December. Do
we stay and have more time to focus on evangelism and
neglected nuclear family? Do we say the manpower is sufficient to replace us and take off?

Now what? How do you know when you’re done?
We’ve come up with many good reasons to quit before, just
like every prior missionary who felt the need to explain
their departure. Nobody wants to quit. Children get
homeschooled. Parents get older. Health gets challenged.
But these reasons feel more like excuses.
How do you know when you’ve been in your post long
enough? Certainly the Gospel has not been told to all the
surrounding villages. Not all our patients have accepted the
Gospel yet. All? Who am I kidding? I would be happy if
some of our patients accepted Jesus. The truth is that sometimes you don’t know the impact you are making. Maybe
you’re not making one. What does it matter to save a life
from a massive hemorrhage if they don’t give their soul to
Christ? What is the importance of life? Why do we do what
we do? What does it matter? How abstract and esoteric and
philosophical should I let my mind wander?
And then God gives us little moments of definition, just
(Continued on page 22)
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BOX BABIES

(Continued from page 21)

AND THEN GOD GIVES US LITTLE
MOMENTS OF DEFINITION, JUST WHEN
WE ARE COMPLAINING TO HIM ABOUT
WHY AND HOW AND WHEN. ARE WE
MAKING A DIFFERENCE? WHY DO YOU
STILL HAVE US HERE?
strips of bicycle inner tube. None of the villagers believed
he would live. “Box baby, box baby,” they would say when
referencing him. But miraculously, baby Carton grew up!
And now, five years later, he is singing and listening to Bible
stories under the mango trees.
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Campus Hill Church's, Linda Hall
RSVP: guamalumni.com
Questions: tinarobinsonguam@gmail.com

DANAE R. NETTEBURG ’06

when we are complaining to Him about why and how and
when. Are we making a difference? Why do You still have
us here?
A few months ago, we were under a mango tree on a
Sabbath morning, as has been our habit for years now,
bouncing from village to village every week, singing, praying,
and teaching simple Bible stories out under the trees. There
are probably a dozen or so such small groups meeting
outdoors every Sabbath morning in the surrounding
villages. Abel, who comes with us to translate from French
to Nangere, brought a woman over to me because she had
something to tell me.
Sophie wanted to introduce me to her son, Carton. It is
pronounced with a French accent, but the meaning is the
same. Carton, as in, a box. I was overjoyed to see this baby,
now 5 years old, who had been born prematurely.
I had not remembered her, but Carton was one of our
“box babies,” named for the high-tech empty cardboard box
previously holding a dozen liters of normal saline. We have
no help of neonatologists, incubators, NICUs, and all the
rest when babies are born too early. The best we can do is
boil water, fill an old plastic bottle, wrap it in a towel, and
place the newborn in a cardboard box between warm, dry
towels. Many of these newborns have stayed in our bedroom
so that we can wake up at night and rewarm their bottles and
ensure their proper feeding. Carton had stayed with us for
several months, even requiring the nasogastric feeding tube I
had placed for his nutrition.
When he was discharged, he left in his same sad little
cardboard box, strapped to the back of a motorcycle with

Carton’s mother, Sophie, smiles as she looks happily at her son
who was born prematurely and treated in a cardboard box but
has now grown up to be a healthy boy.

It was a simple thing. No major surgery. Nobody pulled
from the brink of death. Just an everyday box baby, back to
say thank you.
God whispers reminders. This is why you are here. This
is why you stay.
What about you? The mission field doesn’t have a corner
on the market when it comes to discouragements, frustrations, and challenges. And overseas missionaries aren’t the
only ones called by God. Perhaps you’re floating through,
rudderless. Perhaps you feel strongly called to where you
are. Or perhaps you’re feeling called to someplace else, be it
another job across the street or around the world or out of
the medical field altogether. I can’t pretend to know God’s
will for your life.
For the moment at least, we are still happy to be serving
in Chad. For the moment at least, that is what we will do.
Because we are still called by God to this place. Ask us
tomorrow, and you might get a different answer. One of
these mornings, when we don’t know our logical next step,
we will wake up and ask God, “Now what?” And one of these
mornings, He will say, “Go.” But not this morning. There are
more box babies. n

Now Hiring

U.S. Board-Certified Doctors

Family Medicine
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Pediatrician

Ophthalmologist
Ob/Gyn
Optometrist
Dermatologist

For more information, contact
hr@adventistclinic.com

®

®

Leading people to Christ through high-quality health care & education
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A Typical Friday in
the Mission Field
BY JAMES E. APPEL ’00

Today I’ve only scheduled a few easy
cases. I’ve been working too many busy
Fridays lately. Unfortunately, as happens
so frequently in Chad, things start off
wrong. My car is in the shop. I have
to take the quad to work. Surprisingly,
it starts right up. With Miriam on the
through the dry blustery wind of an early
Sahel morning. The dust gives the sun an
eerie deep red color. I drop the kids off at

JAMES E. APPEL ’00

back and Noah on the front, we head off

school and continue to the hospital. My
eyes tear up in the wind and dust despite

I drive through the hospital gate, pull into the shade of a
Neem tree, and head off to surgery. We start with a difficult
case. It’s a 9-year-old girl we have to bring back to the OR.
Kalbassou had operated on her femur fracture a few months
ago, placing two small Rush rods in the marrow cavity.
The fracture was healing nicely until two weeks ago.
Unfortunately, at the insistence of the mother, I removed the
nails. This is something I almost never do, especially before
complete healing of the bone. To make it worse, whatever
I wrote as an explanation in her portable medical record
is lost. A couple days after I removed the rods, her femur
broke again. I’d scheduled her for repeat surgery this past
Wednesday, but she didn’t show up.
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JAMES E. APPEL ’00

my sunglasses.

(Top) JAMES E. APPEL ’00 takes his children, Miriam (back)
and Noah (front), to school on his quad. (Bottom) Miriam stands
in line with students at her school in Chad.

Now she’s on the table and under Ketamine. I try a
closed reduction. It seems to work. However, when I try to
introduce a new IM nail, it won’t go into the distal fragment.
I have to open the fracture. There I discover a lot of scar

tissue between the bones — a non-union! I clean out the
scar tissue, freshen up the ends, and then easily pass the nail.
In the end I think the result will be better. Sometimes things
happen for mysterious reasons!
The next case is a 3-year-old with a hydrocele. I’m not
completely sure of the diagnosis, so I make an inguinal incision. Sure enough, he has a hernia as well as a hydrocele. I
repair both.
As my assistant closes up, I go to the next room. There
I find a middle-aged man with a year-old proximal femur
fracture. It turns into a nightmare. When I open up the site,
I can’t identify any normal anatomy. Slowly but surely, by
using high intensity electrocautery along with a hammer and
chisel, I start to get down to normal anatomy. Finally, I’m
able to put the femur back into a somewhat normal position.
I stabilize the fracture with a large SIGN nail.
I’m exhausted, and time is rapidly flying by. I’ll have
to pick up the kids soon. I have an infected SIGN nail to
remove in a child and a hydrocelectomy to do. I have the
anesthetist put the kid to sleep. He’d been operated here
years ago. Last year, when we tried to remove the nail, it slid
further into the canal. Now, months later, he has come back
with pain in the tibia and probably an infection.
I open the patellar tendon and identify the hole where the
nail went in. I push in the locking pin. Fortunately, I’m able
to screw it into the nail blindly and extract it! As I unglove,
the scrub nurse tells me there are two new cases: a strangulated hernia as well as a child with a supracondylar fracture.
I let my two assistants do the hydrocelectomy. I walk out to
the quad. I plan to come back to finish the last cases after lunch.
The quad won’t start. Nothing even lights up. The battery
can’t be dead! I have the gatekeeper give me a push start.
After three failed attempts, the quad starts. I go to pick up
Miriam and Noah from school. The quad dies at the school.
Fortunately, there are plenty of school children around to
give me a good push start.
Miriam, Noah, and I have beans and rice with guacamole
for lunch. Sarah and Isak are at the airport to pick up an
orthopedist arriving today from the U.S.A.
After lunch, Noah and the neighbor kids give me such a
good push that the quad starts up on the first try.
Back at the hospital, I’m called into labor and delivery to
see a tiny girl trying to deliver her fourth child. The head is
huge and stuck. I put in a urine catheter, inject a local anesthetic over the pubis, cut through the pelvic cartilage, and
the baby comes out in less than a minute. A fat baby boy, he
screams his head off before I can even get him all the way
delivered. I suture up the wound and head back to the OR.

JAMES E. APPEL ’00
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A 9-year-old girl with a femur fracture had Rush rods placed and
then later removed, only to have the femur break again and need
a second surgery.

Kalbassou has done the strangulated hernia, and the
others are finishing up the hydrocele. One of the nurse
consultants is there with an X-ray of a 19-year-old with a
five-day-old femur fracture.
“Yes, we can do her,” I tell the consultant. “We shouldn’t
make her wait the whole weekend.”
I make a midline incision over the elbow of the 6-year-old
with the supracondylar fracture. I cut through the tendon

I CLEAN OUT THE SCAR TISSUE,
FRESHEN UP THE ENDS, AND THEN
EASILY PASS THE NAIL. IN THE END I
THINK THE RESULT WILL BE BETTER.
and muscle to expose the fracture. I put in two lateral pins,
close up the wound, and cast the arm.
The 19-year-old with the femur fracture has huge legs.
The whole case is a wrestling match with my two assistants
and me giving it all we’ve got. I sweat until I’m dripping
despite the two A/C units on at full blast. Finally, we get a
good reduction and fixation with a SIGN nail.
It’s getting to be close to sundown. Without electricity on
the quad to power the headlights, I need to get home before
dark. The two gatekeepers give me another push start. With
the wind in my face, I race home across the desert with the
sun setting in the dusty African sky. n
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Home
LESSONS LEARNED WHILE SERVING GOD
BY JAMES E. CROUNSE ’07

She was dying. I hadn’t been in Malawi long, but I had come to recognize the signs of
the scourge. On rounds, I stammered a few worthless words in Chichewa, knowing
that I didn’t have the vocabulary nor the spirit to soothe her soul.
Fortunately, I was not as alone as I had felt. Since joining
Malamulo Hospital a few months ago, I had been besieged
by a tsunami of pathology that caught me off balance. Swept
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off my feet and feeling generally helpless, I feared I wasn’t in
much better shape than the poor patients I had come to help.
Despite my initial feelings of worthlessness, the Malawian

staff were busy doing God’s work. While I had despaired
due to the gravity of her situation, they had been playing the
long game.
As I heard the backstory, a tinge of joy pierced my dry
soul. She had once been an active part of God’s people —
worshiping and giving. Then, as sometimes happens, the
cares of this life and the deceitfulness of the enemy had led
her astray and ransacked her life. Now, as it was ebbing away,
she wanted to come home.
Ahh, that long journey home… how I wanted to go.
Every day it was pressing upon me. I was so awkward,
unsupported, and out of place. Home, where I knew how to
be a doctor, where I could cover up and look good. Home,
where I didn’t feel the need to pray. But there were no planes
flying home that day, and so I stayed.
Meanwhile, they had already contacted the pastor, and
arrangements were being made for her to be rebaptized, the
outward sign of her changed heart. I wasn’t sure of the plan
as she could barely lift her arms, much less stand to her feet.
I don’t remember what happened next. I suppose I probably
got pulled away by another crisis.
A few days later, I noticed that she was no longer in my
ward. I made a brief enquiry of what I already knew. They
told me that she had died. It wasn’t surprising.
“What about the baptism?”
“Dokotela, it was done. She was baptized in the bathtub
three hours before she died.”
I could visualize the whole thing. Her sick stiff body
being gently lowered down into the bathtub. The ardent
pastor faithfully fulfilling his God-given duty to share the
water of life to this dying soul. The brief but faithful testimony of scripture, “and in the name of the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Ghost…” The final gentle dunk and the emergence of a new life out of the watery grave. I pondered what
her face must have looked like — sick and well, pain and
peace, exiled and home.
It is a theme and lesson that I have met over and over
again. This world has pain and tragedy everywhere we look.
They rule the news, cloud our faith, and steal our dreams.
Left to our own devices, most of us would degenerate into
useless oblivion. But we are not left alone. It is in the middle
of this thorny chaos that a voice calls from home, “My
grace is sufficient for you,” and “My power is made perfect
in weakness.”
As I reflect on this story, I realize that in a lot of ways, it
represents much of the significance that I took away from
my missionary time.
1. PAIN AND SUFFERING: Challenging situations are not

constrained to any culture or continent. Whether we are
the patient or the provider, we all suffer, and we all long
in our souls to be healed.
2. HEALING: Healing comes in many discreet forms. We
often hope for the miraculous that we will recognize
when in actuality God is busy doing the miraculous that
we overlook.
3. HOME: We all long for home, but as Christians our
home is with Jesus. Truly it is said that we are “strangers
and pilgrims” in this foreign country and that we are
waiting for a “better land — a heavenly one” (Hebrews
11:13,16). This home of righteousness is a guaranteed
promise sealed by the precious blood of Jesus, not like
this fickle earthly life vapor that can be snuffed out in
an instant. Our home is secured on an oath from the
Almighty. It is more sure than the sunrise in the morning.
If faithful, we will see Him face to face.
Three and a half years ago, our missionary experience
was cut short by an untimely diagnosis of stage IV cancer
one week after my wife had our third baby. The doctor’s
wife became the patient, and the missionaries became the
mission. My wife is still deep in this struggle, but through it
all there has been an ever growing desire to go home.
This world doesn’t look so shiny when your time here is
forecast in months to a few years — when you don’t know if
you will see your children grow up, graduate, get married, or
even spend Christmas together next year. This is the reality

HEALING COMES IN MANY DISCREET FORMS.
WE OFTEN HOPE FOR THE MIRACULOUS THAT
WE WILL RECOGNIZE WHEN IN ACTUALITY
GOD IS BUSY DOING THE MIRACULOUS THAT
WE OVERLOOK.

for all of us, but most don’t realize it. Some of us do. I used
to resent that, but now I thank God for the reminder that I
am a pilgrim.
“We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and
secure” (Hebrews 6:19). Hope in God and His promise is
not a gamble nor a chancy long shot. It is firm and secure.
Heaven and Earth could crumble and pass away before His
promise would change. Like my patient in Malawi, I hope to
find daily joy in His presence and His unshakeable promise
of healing and home. n
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TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04

Making an Impact
and Helping It Grow
BY TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04, GUEST EDITOR

Nine years ago, I moved to Malawi full of hopes and dreams to open an ICU and start a
cardiology clinic. At that time, I never would have predicted where my biggest impact would be.
I naively equated my own potential work with development work, believing that opening the ICU
and cardiology clinic to provide a higher level of care to patients would be my most important
contribution. There is no doubt that these services had an impact on those patients who were
able to come to the hospital, but I now know that the greatest impact will always be the one
that is multiplied through other physicians rather than what I can achieve through my own direct
patient care.

TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04

TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04

(Top) The ICU in its early stages is prepared with the help of
many people. (Bottom) The finalized ICU is ready to open for
patients in Malawi.
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Yes, we started with a cement slab, and together with
support from Adventist International, a biomed technician
volunteer, a fantastic nurse from India, and a team of hospital
support staff, physicians, and nurses, we opened up a functional ICU and non-invasive cardiology clinic. Opening an
ICU cannot be done alone. I was part of a team of hospital
personnel and ancillary staff that provided a new level of
health care. I joined a team of Adventist medical missionaries from the Philippines and Brazil, working with multiple
local Malawian physicians and nurses who already had the
reputation of being from one of the best hospitals in Malawi.
As the patient volumes increased, I was exhausted
most days, and I am forever grateful for DAVID A.
SAUNDERS ’06 who joined the hospital staff as a
missionary in 2012. I had been covering the newly opened
ICU for months with my alarm set for every two hours
whenever there was a ventilated patient. The nurses had
never even seen, much less provided, this level of care before.
We worked side by side and learned together about IV drug
compatibility, ventilator alarms, and the perils of performing
bed baths during night shift.

TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04 performs an echocardiogram on a child at the cardiology clinic in Malawi.

Slowly, we worked as a team to improve the care in the
hospital. I vividly remember several events early on that
demanded crucial dialogue to empower the nurses and
physicians to improve the hospital system. After each event,
we sat to discuss potential system improvements and outline
a way forward. Together with the nursing matron and later
the nursing supervisors, laboratory technicians, nurses, and
physicians, we worked out system issues for hypoxemic and
hypoglycemic patients to get rapid recognition and treatment. The medical director also asked me to work side by
side with local physicians to mentor them toward evidencebased medicine and improving hospital care for major diagnoses like sepsis, stroke, malaria, asthma, heart failure, and
pneumonia. Not only did I make a difference for the patients
I personally cared for, but I helped more by facilitating
hospital-wide procedures and mentoring other physicians.
While the hospital’s dream of opening an ICU was realized, it turns out that was probably not my greatest impact
in Malawi. The real impact was in the treatment of heart

failure. Sick patients from the entire country had begun to
seek me out as the country’s only cardiologist. They came
from every socioeconomic status with every level of medical
need. It alarmed me to see that patients with heart failure
were often being both misdiagnosed and inappropriately
treated. Some were labeled as “angina” and given nitrates, and
others were labeled as “asthma” or “pneumonia” and given
inhalers or multiple courses of antibiotics. Many of the ones
correctly identified as “heart failure” were given just furosemide 40mg daily, no adjustments or higher doses for those
who were still volume overloaded, and not on goal-directed
medical therapy. There was minimal patient education about
the disease or diet and lifestyle modification. I struggled for
over an hour with each new heart failure patient, trying to
re-diagnose, re-educate, and discuss goals and medication
titrations. The patients were understandably reluctant to
return to the doctor who had misdiagnosed them and had
(Continued on page 30)
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MAKING AN IMPACT

(Continued from page 29)

AFTER ALL, THE LARGEST IMPACTS ARE
THOSE THAT GROW EXPONENTIALLY FROM
TEACHING OTHER PROVIDERS WHO THEN
PASS THAT BENEFIT ALONG TO THEIR
PATIENTS AND COLLEAGUES.
to me with suspected heart failure would arrive already on
low doses of goal-directed medical therapy. Some who had
said they couldn’t afford to see me again would come back
a year later for a repeat echocardiogram and would actually
be on target doses of the medications. And be euvolemic.
And have returned to work again. A few would come by
just to thank me. Many wanted me to scan them again and
hopefully give them the news that their ejection fraction had
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Experiencing God’s
Healing Hands in a
Humble Place
BY SARAH E. BELENSKY ’13

As a young girl, even the thought of leaving home for a week of summer camp seemed
too daunting to be comfortable for me. However, one of the blessings of Adventist
TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04 performs a stress test on a patient at
Blantyre Adventist Hospital.

improved from 15 percent to 40 percent or even to normal.
The impact was bigger than just those patients I saw. I
am sure that dozens of patients I have never seen received
better heart failure care from that blue handout. After all,
the largest impacts are those that grow exponentially from
teaching other providers who then pass that benefit along to
their patients and colleagues.
Is the work finished now? The ICU has been handed over
to a fantastic Malawian internist. Outpatients and hospitalized patients are receiving a higher level of care. But the truth
is that our mission hospitals need our ongoing support. The
ICU still needs equipment maintenance, ongoing training,
and specialists. Residency programs are also desperately
needed to train dozens of bright young physicians in whole
person care who are now only able to seek further training
outside of Malawi. And the country of Malawi still needs a
cardiologist. A bright young Malawian physician will soon
head off to South Africa for six years of cardiology training.
If you feel moved to do so, please join me in my commitment
to support him through his training, get a cardiac catheterization lab built, and transition him back to Malawi. In the
meantime, my goal is to continue to go to Malawi every six
months to help maintain the ICU and cardiology clinic and
support ongoing development for the future. Anyone want
to come along on an adventure? Let’s reach out together! n

education is the opportunity to participate in mission trips. Over the course of my
schooling, despite my initial fears, I found joy in participating in short-term trips. I soon
realized that I could be even more helpful and provide more meaningful influence and
blessings through a longer trip.
After a year of student missionary work during college,
I caught the dream to become a Loma Linda University
Deferred Mission Appointee (DMA) and become a longterm missionary physician. This dream helped sustain me
through the long hours and challenging experiences habitual
for medical school and residency.
In January 2018, 10 years after my student missionary
work, I finally landed in Chad, north-central Africa, to work
at Bere Adventist Hospital. My time here has contained
some of the most challenging experiences of my life but also
some of the most rewarding. I chose family practice as my
specialty with an extra year in surgical obstetrics. With this
training background, I help run the pediatric, adult medicine, and obstetric wards.
Because of the outstanding work of the several DMAs
who have gone before me, our rural hospital is known all
throughout the country as being one of the best. Patients come
from all over the country and even surrounding countries to
receive care from our humble hospital located far off the paved
roads. They know that we are an institution of professionals
who sincerely try to give our patients the best care we can.

SARAH E. BELENSKY ’13

been inappropriately treating them for months or years while
simultaneously being frustrated by the hospital’s specialist
clinic fee or even being unable to afford ever seeing me again.
On my arrival in Malawi, I had been told by numerous
physicians that patient handouts simply don’t work in
Malawi; they had already been tried and been unsuccessful.
Eventually out of exhaustion and frustration, I typed out a
one-page, comprehensive heart failure patient handout that
included everything. I would say, “Here, go read this in the
lobby while we wait for your lab results.” It contained a place
to write their ejection fraction, pertinent lab results, and fluid
restriction guidelines. It had an entire medication titration
for all five major heart failure drugs, including starting doses
and biweekly incremental increases to target dose. It had
a section on how to adjust furosemide at home based on
weight and symptoms, a section on diet and exercise, and a
date for follow up. It was all there. And I took time to read
every word of it to the patient. I started printing reams of this
handout on blue paper so that patients could easily identify it
at home. I told the patients to take it back to their doctor or
home clinic or hospital. I told them read it once a week and
see a doctor every two weeks until they achieved the goals.
This handout eventually went out around the country.
In fact, I think it reached every major hospital and clinic
over the next year. Malawian physicians showed up to meet
me after seeing it. Then patients from the border towns of
Mozambique started coming. We eventually translated it into
both Chichewa and Portuguese. Soon the patients referred

TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04
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SARAH E. BELENSKY ’13 practices family medicine at Bere
Adventist Hospital in Chad alongside her husband, Gabriel, the
hospital chaplain.

One of the joys in working for an Adventist hospital is the
relative freedom we have to share Christ with our patients.
We always pray for God’s guidance to know which patients
(Continued on page 32)
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SARAH E. BELENSKY ’13

SARAH E. BELENSKY ’13 (right) and DANAE R. NETTEBURG ’06 (left) smile for a photo with 6-month-old triplets while serving as
medical missionaries in Chad.

EXPERIENCING GOD’S HEALING HANDS

(Continued from page 31)

are ready. One particular patient this summer reminded me
that God may not always choose the ones I expect.
I didn’t expect to see him the following day. There he lay
in bed, looking as if death was fast approaching and might be
a better option for him than the way he was currently living.
A few days prior, our long-time nurse surgeon repaired his
gastric perforation. These repairs are notoriously difficult
to recover from but especially here — the caustic nature of
the stomach contents emptied into the abdominal cavity, the
impossibility to maintain good nourishment with so many
days of being NPO, etc.
Our hospital has not had a long-term residency-trained
general surgeon in decades, though we have had several
competent doctors do the work very well throughout
the years. When there are no surgically competent
doctors around, there is still our surgically competent
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70-something-year-old nurse. His eyes and clinical judgment might not be what they once were, but he is still our
best option when AHI doctors are on furlough and we can’t
get anyone to fill in. Truly, we can almost never get anyone to
fill in, so we are ever grateful for our nurse surgeon.

THIS SENSE OF KNOWING WHAT MORE
COULD BE DONE TO SAVE A LIFE BUT NOT
HAVING THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE HAS
HAUNTED ME AND PERHAPS NEARLY EVERY
DMA WHO HAS GONE BEFORE ME.
During the summertime, the other services are often a bit
quieter, so the other family physician and I decided to take
turns rounding on the surgery ward. Our surgeon nurse will
always be more skilled in the OR than I could ever hope
to be, but his care of postoperative patients slips down the

totem pole of priorities. We were seeing a higher than normal
number of postoperative infections. My goals as a family
practitioner rounding on surgery were to catch infections
and repeat perforations early, verify that the patients were
actually still taking their antibiotics, and make sure dressing
changes were done at least once, if not sometimes twice, per
day. Modest goals.
This particular patient was emaciated and dyspneic. I
could hear the crackles in his lungs with his every breath,
even without a stethoscope. His long and wide abdominal
incision had dehisced through the subcutaneous layer, but
the fascia was still intact. Each day I expected his bed to
be unoccupied or his body replaced by another. A feeling
of helplessness hit me in the face each day as I changed
his purulent dressing. I did not have the intensive care
resources needed to adequately take care of him. This sense
of knowing what more could be done to save a life but not
having the resources available has haunted me and perhaps
nearly every DMA who has gone before me. But God asks
me to surrender these worries to Him each time they arise.
Ultimately, it is He, the Great Physician, who brings the
healing. He only asks that I be an instrument for Him to use.
Missionaries before me developed the habit of
purchasing and giving out Godpods (mp3 audio Bibles) for
patients who had a particularly difficult hospital course. I
had already given out a few to the long-term folks on the
ward who seemed to me to need extra encouragement. One
morning, the gastric perforation patient asked me (through
the nurse for translation) for “la Parole de Dieu” (the Word
of God). I’ll admit I was slightly astonished as I had not
previously thought to give him one. Why? He was a devout
Muslim. But through my surprise, I joyfully responded,
“Oui! Demain!” (Yes! Tomorrow!)
The next morning, he lay in his bed as usual but now with
a huge grin on his face. I continued to visit him every day, and
every day he would thrust out his hand to shake mine and
greet me in Arabic. Somehow over the several weeks that
followed, he was still alive for rounds every morning. And
somehow every day, the pus in his wound diminished a little,
the granulation tissue grew, and the wound began to shrink.
“So shall My word be that goeth forth out of My mouth:
It shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that
which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I
sent it” (Isaiah 55:11).
We may be a humble institution in rural Africa without
the capabilities that would enable high levels of medical care,
but God is using this place to bring healing of body, mind,
and spirit even to those I might not expect. n

Our commitment is our SERVICE
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Surgical Training
Transforms Malamulo
Adventist Hospital
BY RYAN A. HAYTON ’05

Lack of access to safe surgery leads to more deaths than HIV, TB, and malaria combined
worldwide.1 Nearly one-third of the global burden of disease can be addressed by surgical care.2
Ninety-three percent of the people in Sub-Saharan Africa do not have access to safe, affordable
surgical and anesthesia care.1 With billions of people lacking access to safe surgery, only 6 percent
of the world’s surgeries are performed on the poorest two-thirds of the world’s population.3

RYAN A. HAYTON ’05
RYAN A. HAYTON ’05

(Top) RYAN A. HAYTON ’05 stands with his family in front of
Malamulo Adventist Hospital. (Bottom) Dr. Hayton (fourth
left) works with other physicians to train surgeons and PAACS
general surgery residents at Malamulo Adventist Hospital.
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In 2014, the World Health Organization’s Lancet
defined “global surgery” as an area for study, research, practice, and advocacy focused on achieving health equality for
all people worldwide needing surgical care. This is reflective
of the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Independence, “We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all [people] are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and
the pursuit of Happiness.”
Malawi, in southeast Africa, has the world’s highest
rates of esophageal cancer, cervical cancer, and bladder
cancer as well as the world’s worst doctor to patient ratio
and second worst surgeon to patient ratio. It ranks as the
6th poorest country on Earth, and 90 percent of Malawians
live on less than $2 per day. It is in this rural, low-resource
environment that God has been using Malamulo Adventist
Hospital to care for and treat the underserved people
of the region. Malamulo has been a flagship Adventist
mission since 1902 and has provided health care for well
(Continued on page 36)

STRENGTH
IN INNOVATIVE HEALTHCARE

Many Strengths. One Mission.
Medical breakthroughs don’t come easy. But at Loma Linda University
Health, we are committed to your family’s healthy future. Our six hospitals
and over 1,000 providers work every day to provide the best healthcare
in the region. Strength in compassionate care within our hundreds of
specialty programs. Strength in prevention for the best health outcomes.
And strength in building healthy communities for the future.

To learn more, visit LLUH.org.
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(Continued from page 34)

over 100 years. It has also focused on training health
professionals for over 60 years. AHI, under the leadership
of RICHARD H. HART, DRPH, ’70, was asked to
manage the hospital in 2008 under the medical director
CRISTY L. SHANK ’04. After completing a general
surgery residency in 2010, I joined the team at Malamulo to
develop and run the surgical department.
In 2014, Malamulo Adventist Hospital, with the help
of Pan-African Academy of Christian Surgeons (PAACS),
the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and Adventist Health
International (AHI), started a general surgery residency.
With the goal of teaching, training, and mentoring African
surgeons to be competent, compassionate, Christ-centered,
certified surgeons for Africa, the five-year residency attained
accreditation from the College of Surgeons of East, Central,
and Southern Africa (COSECSA). Loma Linda University
(LLU) provides PAACS with academic oversight and
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accreditation to validate all its training programs. Since
its inception in 1997, PAACS has fully trained almost
100 surgeons in Africa. Two PAACS graduates, Dr.
Arega Fekadu from Ethiopia and Dr. Moses Kasumba
from Uganda, came to Malamulo consecutively as SDA
missionaries to enable the training program. CASEY N.
GRAYBILL ’05 also joined the Malamulo surgical team
as an OB-GYN. This dynamic, highly skilled, and dedicated team has been changing the perspective of Adventist
mission hospitals by truly creating a training program that
has the capability of training the future missionary surgeons
for Africa. The surgeons being trained are phenomenal men
and women, becoming fully able to carry on the work in
mission hospitals with greater and more applicable skills
for operating in low-resource environments than American
missionary surgeons.
Recently, it has become evident that traditional American
general surgery residency training, overall, does not prepare
graduates for humanitarian development and service in
low-resource environments like low- and middle-income

RYAN A. HAYTON ’05

SURGICAL TRAINING

countries (LMIC).4 It is to this end that the LLU surgery
department collaborated with Malamulo to create some
cutting-edge training initiatives for American surgeons. In
2012, MARK E. REEVES ’92 enabled the LLU general
surgery residents to participate in the two-month global
surgery rotation at Malamulo. Malamulo became the first
international location to be certified by the Accreditation
Council of Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) for
American surgery resident training. In the ensuing seven
years, approximately 75 percent of the LLU general surgery
residents have gone to Malamulo as part of their training,
and it has consistently been ranked by them as one of their
favorite rotations. This has broadened the training of Loma
Linda’s surgery training to include some knowledge and
skills needed to operate in low-resource environments.
The purpose of the global surgery rotation is to open the
eyes of the surgery residents to the needs and disparities in
the LMIC and to encourage them to participate, over the
course of their careers, in global surgery endeavors. In 2017,
Carlos A. Garberoglio, MD, LLU chief of surgery, designed
the first of its kind, clinically-oriented global surgery fellowship. The one-year fellowship was created to train American
surgeons to be competent, comfortable, and capable of
humanitarian service in low-resource environments. The
general surgeons are trained to do gynecology, urology,
orthopedics, anesthesia, and other surgically related fields
at Loma Linda for nine months and at Malamulo for three
months. The goal of the global surgery fellowship is to create
missionary surgeons who are highly effective in operating in
mission hospitals throughout the LMIC.
The growth and implementation of the diverse surgical
training programs at Malamulo Adventist Hospital has
radically changed the Malamulo surgical department and
created exponential growth. It has also affected the rural
mission hospital as a whole by decreasing the hospital’s
mortality rates and average length of stay for inpatients at
the 250-bed hospital. The finances of Malamulo Hospital
have also changed for the better.
Malamulo has shown that training surgeons in rural
hospitals in LMIC is possible and is effective in increasing the
number of surgeons in low-resource settings. We believe that
the creation and development of surgical residency training
programs transformed the rural hospital and stimulated progress in patient care and finances throughout the hospital and
that starting and maintaining a surgery residency in a low-resource mission hospital is a benefit, not a drain, to the LMIC
rural hospital. The creation of a general surgery residency run
by PAACS at Malamulo Adventist Hospital in Malawi was not

RYAN A. HAYTON ’05 performs a trauma neurosurgery with
PAACS residents, Drs. Lijalem and Kokulol, at Malamulo
Adventist Hospital.

only feasible and sustainable, it was beneficial for the hospital.
The certified postgraduate surgery training did not financially
hurt the mission hospital but, rather, led it directly and indirectly to sustained growth, improved care, and progress. n
Endnotes:
1. Meara JG, Leather A, Hagander L, Yip W, Greenberg SL. “The
Lancet Commission: Global Surgery 2030: evidence and solutions
for achieving health, welfare, and economic development.” Surgery.
2015; 157(5): 834-5. PMID: 25934019
2. Shrime MG, Bickler SW, Alkire BC, Mock C. (2015) “Global
burden of surgical disease: an estimation from the provider
perspective.” Lancet Glob Health. 2015; 3(Suppl 2):S8–9. PMID:
25926322
3. Meara JG, Leather AJ, Hagander L, Yip W. et al. “Global Surgery
2030: evidence and solutions for achieving health, welfare, and
economic development” Lancet (2015) 386(9993):569–624
PMID: 25924834
4. Lin Y, Dahm JS, Kuwayama DP, et al “Are American Surgical
Residents Prepared for Humanitarian Deployment? A
Comparative Analysis of Resident and Humanitarian Case Logs”
World J Surg, 4 Aug 2017. PMID: 28779383

Pan-African Academy of Christian Surgeons (PAACS): www.PAACS.net
Adventist Health International (AHI): www.AHIglobal.org
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CASE STUDY:

28-Year-Old Woman
With Joint Pains and
Immobility
BY TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12

According to current figures from the World Health Organization, the United States
has about one doctor for every 385 inhabitants. Comparatively, in Malawi there is less
than one doctor for every 63,000 inhabitants. Despite this fact, most Malawians have
access to clinics and hospitals, though many are quite rudimentary. In fact, Malawi
has seen significant progress in the fight against malaria, child and maternal mortality,
tuberculosis, and HIV using a protocolized public health model where non-physician
providers assess and treat patients with just a handful of pre-specified diagnoses
and treatments. Unfortunately, this system is ill-equipped to manage patients with an

TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12

unusual illness or complication.

TIMOTHY R. ’12 and CLAIRE GOBBLE ’12 serve as medical
missionaries at Malamulo Adventist Hospital.
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My wife, Claire, and I moved to Malawi in 2016 after
finishing residencies in family medicine and internal medicine, respectively. We joined CASEY GRAYBILL ’05
(obstetrics and gynecology) and RYAN A. HAYTON ’05
(general surgery) at Malamulo Adventist Hospital and have
since been joined by WILSON G. THOMAS ’13 (pediatrics). We are among a handful of physicians and surgeons
in southern Malawi with medical training beyond medical
school and internship. God has brought us together, along
with other strong and capable workers, to not only continue
the successful public health model of care that has served
(Continued on page 40)
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(Continued from page 38)
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Malawi well but also to provide the best possible care for
those with unusual, complex, or otherwise easy-to-overlook
conditions. To do this, we often stretch the boundaries of
our own capabilities. One thing has had a big impact on
our ability to care for complex patients: learning to perform
ultrasound studies ourselves.
In June 2017, a group of well-dressed men showed up to our
private ward as I was finishing patient rounds. They brought in
a young 28-year-old woman lying on a stretcher. I will refer to
this patient as Faith, although this is not her real name. One of
the men accompanying her introduced himself as Faith’s pastor.
He let me know that Faith had been suffering for over a year
and that their church congregation had come together in prayer
and raised enough funds to bring Faith to Malamulo Adventist
Hospital after her condition had not improved despite multiple
visits to Malawi’s largest central hospital.
About a year prior, Faith had suffered from a displaced
fracture of her right femur and right humerus. The orthopedic

department at the central hospital in Blantyre had performed
a bone biopsy that showed no evidence of malignancy, and
for unclear reasons, her workup and treatment had stopped
there. At this point, Faith had been lying flat for almost a year,
slowly losing muscle mass and range of motion in her joints.
Now she had persistent severe pain throughout her bones,
especially in the chest. Accompanying this pain, she reported
severe stiffness in the joints as well as nausea, anorexia,
constipation, and weight loss. She was HIV-negative with
no other past medical history. Medicines included as needed
paracetamol and ibuprofen. There was neither remarkable
family history of TB exposure nor any report of substance
use. Faith was single with a 14-year-old daughter and had
worked as a housekeeper in Blantyre.
Vitals had been recorded, revealing a heart rate of
99 bpm, respiratory rate of 21 bpm, blood pressure of
100/70 mmHg, temperature of 37 degrees Celsius, and
oxygen saturation of 96 percent without supplemental
oxygen. Faith spoke softly and seemed to understand my
English as she ignored the nurse’s translations and answered
each question appropriately but in short one- or two-word

Table 1. Initial blood test results.
*TSH and calcium were performed at the Malawi College of
Medicine Lab in Blantyre and became available on the third day
after presentation.
TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12

Figure 1. Swelling and deformity of the right arm (left photo) and right thigh (right photo).

responses. Most notable was her persistent smile despite her
obvious discomfort and debilitation. She winced as I put my
stethoscope on her fragile rib cage that moved up and down
with her labored breaths as if it would soon cave in on itself.
Heart sounds were regular with a 4/6 systolic murmur.
There was no visible or palpable neck mass. The abdomen
was flat, non-tender with firm palpable masses suspicious
for focal stool and gas. The skin was pale, cool, and clammy,
and her muscles and soft tissues had mostly wasted away.
Assessing her extremities, I noted significant firm swelling
of both the deformed right shoulder and humerus and the
deformed right thigh (Figure 1). Except for her neck, jaw,
and fingers, every joint was almost completely immobile.
Otherwise, she was neurologically intact, and we found no
sacral or other pressure ulcer.
X-rays from a year prior showed a shortened, angulated
midshaft fracture of the right humerus with diffuse calcium
deposits in the tissue surrounding the fracture and glenohumeral joint. Point-of-care ultrasound showed grossly normal
heart chambers and valve function with a small inferior vena
cava, no hepatosplenomegaly, no lesions in the liver, no bile
duct or portal vein dilation, no periaortic lymphadenopathy,
and no fluid collections. Table 1 summarizes her initial
laboratory testing.
We gave her IV fluids and oral medicine to improve
her pain and constipation. A few days passed as we waited
for the serum calcium result, which had to be processed in
Blantyre since Malamulo had no way to do any electrolyte
testing at the time.
After confirming the hypercalcemia, our differential diagnosis for Faith’s condition included 1) osteitis fibrosa cystica
due to untreated primary hyperparathyroidism, 2) malignancy, including multiple myeloma, or 3) chronic infection,
including tuberculosis or histoplasmosis. Chronic infection
or malignancy seemed less likely than primary hyperparathyroidism given Faith’s relative stability for many months and
an absence of more specific findings to suggest malignancy
or granulomatous disease, such as lymphadenopathy, fluid
collections, soft-tissue masses, or pulmonary symptoms.
Unfortunately, there is no endocrinologist in Malawi, nor
can we measure parathyroid hormone levels without taking
a blood sample to South Africa. Therefore, I figured that the
best-case scenario would be if we could find a single obvious
parathyroid adenoma and remove it. After reviewing an
ultrasound textbook, I looked myself for any obvious
lesions. Her thyroid appeared normal and homogenous,

Figure 2. Ultrasound images of parathyroid adenoma. The
longitudinal view (top photo) shows cystic mass roughly 2x2 cm.
The bottom image in the transverse plane shows the location of
this mass (large arrow) relative to other neck structures, such as
the carotid artery (CA) and internal jugular vein (IJ).
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SACHS: Local
Missions at Work
BY JASON L. LOHR ’01

Seven years ago, my wife and I returned from the mission field to be with family who
needed us. We had spent five years in Nigeria and two years in Honduras and were
unsure how we could continue to serve in the United States. We settled in the Loma
Linda area, and in this next phase of our lives, my wife and I opted to engage the
underserved population in San Bernardino via SAC Health System (SACHS). Started as
Loma Linda’s Community Health Clinic in the 1960s, many of our alumni have rotated
TIMOTHY R. GOBBLE ’12
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Figure 3. Follow-up X-rays. The left image shows the patient’s healed and deformed right humerus, and the image on the right shows
her healed, shortened, and angulated right femur.

CASE STUDY

(Continued from page 41)

but as she swallowed, a round 2x2 cm cystic mass moved
up and into view from just below the right sternoclavicular
joint and inferior to the right lobe of the thyroid (Figure 2).
I repeated this ultrasound in the presence of our surgeons,
who agreed to do an empiric resection of this lesion. If this
was the culprit parathyroid adenoma, we expected to see a
dramatic drop in serum calcium postoperatively.
Two days after an uncomplicated surgical resection of
this small mass, we finally received the first postoperative
calcium result. In less than a day after the operation, her
total calcium had dropped from 12.9 to 9.6 mg/dL. Despite
quickly starting calcium and Vitamin D supplements, the
patient still soon developed tingling and numbness on the
face and hands. However, these symptoms improved, and
her calcium levels stabilized with a daily dose of 12 grams
of calcium carbonate and 5000 IU of Vitamin D3. Quickly,
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Faith’s pain and constipation improved, and she began to
work hard to get her joints moving again. A week later, the
pathology report confirmed that the tissue removed was
indeed a parathyroid adenoma.
It took about two years to slowly get Faith off the highdose calcium supplements. She now has good function in her
joints and is thankful to God and to those that helped bring
her to Malamulo Hospital. Figure 3 shows the persistent
bony deformities of her right arm and right leg. She now
walks with a walker and a shoe lift.
This case reveals an interesting and unexpected way
in which we were able to use our ultrasound machine
and other resources despite significant limitations in this
low-resource setting. I am pleased to report that as a result
of a donation through the LLUSM Alumni Association in
2017, Malamulo Hospital now has an electrolyte analyzer,
and we can quickly and economically measure potassium,
sodium, chloride, and calcium. This has made a real impact
on patient care. n

through SACHS.
Around a year ago, we started a unique type of grand rounds
at SACHS. Called Health Disparities Grand Rounds, this
monthly meeting of all clinicians and staff highlights our integrated care model and our unique combination of both vertical
(behavioral health, social work, community health workers,
clinical pharmacists, and dieticians) and horizontal (Gateway
students, Loma Linda University graduate students, residents,
fellows, and attendings) education that exists at SACHS.
The synergy that exists from this model makes SACHS
not only an amazing opportunity for learners but also the
ideal setting to care for patients. Having such a wide spectrum of services allows the family medicine resident to walk
down the hall to get a sidewalk consult with orthopedics or
OB-GYN, the internal medicine or pediatric resident to ask
a specialist (who is seeing patients in the same pod) about a
challenging case, and a specialist or dentist to connect patients
with primary care so that all of the care a patient receives is
in one location. Where else can a patient receive high quality
medical, dental, and behavioral health care all in the same day?
At Grand Rounds, we get to see our staff in action as
the entire team (behavioral health, social work, community
health worker, medical assistant, pharmacist, dietician,
resident, and attending) participates in the presentations.
However, the highlight of Grand Rounds is always the

patient stories. What makes this so unique is that we do not
just talk about cases; we have the patients themselves come
and share their story. We interview them, and the focus is not
only on their medical diagnosis but also on how they access
care, what challenges they have getting the care they need,

WHAT MAKES THIS SO UNIQUE IS THAT WE
DO NOT JUST TALK ABOUT CASES; WE HAVE
THE PATIENTS THEMSELVES COME AND
SHARE THEIR STORY.
and how we as an organization are fulfilling our Mission.
And the stories have been powerful.
There was the young woman who was sexually abused as
a foster child during her teenage years. She lived outside of
California, visited her pediatrician multiple times during those
years, and was never asked about safety in the home or abuse.
If asked, she said she would have shared her story. She now
has a small daughter and is studying to be a medical assistant,
determined to prevent a similar situation from happening to
(Continued on page 44)
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others. Moved by her story, our clinicians apologized publicly
for how the system had failed her. What better way to learn
not to skip those critical questions than to see a patient share
her story about not being asked those questions?
Then there was the orthopedic patient who had bilateral
shoulder replacements due to multiple years of severe domestic
violence by her husband who beat her close to death multiple
times and even collected money from other men to sleep with
her. She endured this for years, thinking it was normal and that
she deserved the treatment. Abused as a child, she did not know
anything different. Her whole life had been filled with trauma.
She finally left her husband and found a counselor who helped
her process all the years of abuse. She began to study to become
a psychologist and found the strength to choose to counsel not
victims of sexual violence but perpetrators of sexual violence.
As she counsels the perpetrators, her experience has been that
she finds that they have also been scarred by past abuse.
There was also the real estate agent who came to our

addictions clinic after many years of heroin use. He had lost
his job and his wife was ready to divorce him. One week after
he became clean, his best friend, who he always injected drugs
with, overdosed and died. If he had not become clean, he would
have been with his friend at the time, and he is convinced he
also would have overdosed since the heroin the friend used was
tainted with fentanyl. Now, this young husband and father has
been clean for more than a year and has his job back as well as
his wife and children back. He shared his story at our Grand
Rounds as well as the Loma Linda University Church a few
weeks later. With tears in his eyes, he shared his gratitude to
SACHS for providing him the resources to become clean.
These are only a few stories of the 31,000 patients and
120,000 office visits at SACHS clinics in 2018. SACHS
has grown significantly in the past few years and now has
clinics in both San Bernardino and Riverside counties, 29
specialties, 240 attending physicians, and 200 residents
seeing patients within the clinic system.
As CEO of SACHS, I am more than convinced that the
communities we serve are true mission fields and an amazing
setting for local service. n

paved the way for my career in addiction medicine. Shortly
thereafter, I established the Camarillo Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program.
Upon completion of my residency, I established the
Meharry Medical College Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Program. Later, I became the Assistant Commissioner
of Drug and Alcohol for the state of Tennessee. The
Substance Use Disorder Services of the Meharry program
are still operational, where my daughter, Lloyda Williamson,
MD, is now chair of the department of psychiatry and
behavioral sciences.

IF YOU WERE TO HAVE WORKED IN A FIELD OUTSIDE
OF MEDICINE, WHAT WOULD IT HAVE BEEN? WHY?

Lloyd Rudy Broomes ’66
PSYCHIATRY

FAIRBURN, GEORGIA

WA N T E D: BR E AST MEDICA L O N CO LO G I ST
I N WE STE R N N O RTH CA RO L IN A
We are a free-standing office located in beautiful
western North Carolina. We are surrounded by
the Blue Ridge and Great Smoky Mountains and
are close to the Biltmore Estate as well as DuPont
State Park. Many wonderful activities can be
found in our area.
We are looking for a part-time breast medical
oncologist to work 2-3 days a week in our
Asheville office.
If you are board certified and licensed in NC and
would love to be in the beautiful mountains of
western North Carolina, please email us today.

jazraprovidenceimg@gmail.com
Providence Imaging
2315 Asheville Hwy Suite 40
Hendersonville, NC 28791
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I would have worked to develop a trade school for automobile mechanics or carpenters. In my late teens, I attended the
Shell Apprentices Technical School to become an automobile mechanic. During that time, I also developed an interest
in woodwork as a hobby. It is still my hobby in retirement.
The five years at the technical school gave me a mature work
ethic. Unfortunately, many youth today are not exposed to
manual training and are thus deprived of the experiences
that I have found so beneficial to me throughout my lifetime.

FOR WHAT ARE YOU FAMOUS AMONG FRIENDS
AND FAMILY?

IF YOU COULD LEARN TO DO SOMETHING NEW OR
BETTER, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

My friends and family know that I love transforming broken
things into useful items. Also, I go out of my way to help
people with their issues.

I love to sing and would have enjoyed additional vocal
training. In my youth I sang the tenor solos in “The Song
of Eastertide.” In college I also sang the tenor solos in “The
Seven Last Words.” Later in life, I was the featured tenor
soloist in “Messiah.” Recently, my daughter, Melissa White,
Esq., and I were members of the tenor section of the chorus
in “Messiah.” It was a wonderful experience which brought
back fond memories. I have been told that I still have the gift!

WHAT IS YOUR BEST MEMORY FROM MEDICAL
SCHOOL?
In my third year of medical school, a patient on the surgical
ward thanked me profusely for returning to talk to her
beyond our contact for the history and physical examination. Before leaving for home that day, I visited her again to
spend more time looking into what was troubling her. That
interaction at that early stage of my training nurtured my
interest in psychiatry.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL
EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MEDICAL CAREER?
During the second year of psychiatry residency at Mendocino
State Hospital, one rotation exposed me to the treatment
of individuals with severe narcotic addiction. This exposure

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU HAVE EVER
RECEIVED?
Before leaving to study abroad, my pastor advised me,
“Broomes, you are going away to further your education.
Just remember that you do not have to work for the Church,
but be sure to work with the Church.” I have found that in
my career as a psychiatrist, church support is not limited to
church employment. I have been fortunate to share my expertise in mental health matters across the spectrum of church
involvement. My contacts have varied from the local membership to participating in General Conference deliberations. n
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Canadian Rockies
Alumni Trip
Leaves Lasting
Memories
BY MICKEY N. ASK ’79

Every year, the Alumni Association president has the distinct privilege of choosing the
annual alumni trip destination. This year, president-elect DEBRA L. STOTTLEMYER ’86
chose the Canadian Rockies, which turned out to be a fabulous choice.
We filtered into cosmopolitan Calgary, the starting point,
over Friday and Saturday, staying in the old stately Fairmont
Palliser hotel downtown. On Sunday the bus arrived to take
us to the town of Banff in the heart of the Canadian Rockies
at the northern continuation of the Rocky Mountain chain.
The bus wended its way through the towering snowcapped spires along the meandering Bow River across the
Trans-Canada Highway. Along the way, we took an exciting
though brief helicopter ride on the edge of the mountains
with expansive overviews of the vastness of forests, lakes,
rivers, and mountains. We arrived at Banff National
Park enchanted by the scenes of waterfalls, cloud-backed
towering craggy mountains, and lush green forests. Glaciers
grind boulders into a fine powder dispersed into the melting
ice and carried down in grayish rivers into blue-green lakes
which influence its distinctive colors. Two beautiful pristine
glacial examples of this were Lake Louise and Moraine
Lake, momentarily rendering us speechless with their
turquoise beauty!
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Our creative trip planner, Esther Tan, ever nervous about
impending boredom, included a walk on an arrhythmia-enhancing glass-bottomed walkway jutting out from a cliff over
a seemingly bottomless chasm, but my memory might be a
little fuzzy! We went on to the Athabasca Glacier in a gigantic-wheeled bus, which kept us awake and unmistakably
impressed of the immense power of a glacier to carve valley
spaces. We were able to see obvious and significant glacial
retreat over the last century. Our journeys also took us into
Jasper National Park. One quote on a plaque captured well
the impact on us of being in this space: “I gave my heart to
the mountains the minute I stood beside this river with its
spray in my face and watched it thunder into foam....”
On the next two days, we had a red carpeted boarding
of the fabled Rocky Mountaineer train. Its glass-enclosed
views clackety-clacked us from Banff through Glacier
National Park on its way to Vancouver. We found it to be
an enchanting journey, eating gourmet meals in the lower
section and enjoying spectacular views of clambering

mountain goats, snow-capped mountains, meandering
rivers, and lush forests. The train hugged the banks of the
Fraser River, bending to the right and to the left, giving us
impressive views of the train itself, and going over bridges,
through rocky tunnels, and even looping itself to mitigate
the steepness of the grade.
On Friday we enjoyed the misty Capilano River rainforest, hanging grimly onto the cabled suspension bridge,
continuing through the heights of the towering redwoods,
and discovering the history, flora, and fauna of this area. We
also enjoyed driving through Vancouver’s Chinatown and
exploring on foot the northern Vancouver section with its
interesting boutique stores.
We concluded the trip with a pleasant Sabbath on
Vancouver Island in the beautiful lush environment of
the Butchart Gardens. It was created out of a previously
working rock quarry, and we ambled leisurely through the
rose garden, Japanese garden, and other formal and informal
gardens, viewing the ponds with a changing fountain spray,

noticing the unique bordered pathways, multicolored
seasonal plants, and flowers.
This experience fanned within me my inner poet, and I’ll
conclude with my observational musings and the feelings
and words that arose within me throughout this trip: “A
rapturous confluence of appreciation, awe, gratitude, and
wonder enlarged my soul as I reveled in the view of rivered
valleys, tree-lined slopes, and razored mountain backbones
with cotton clouds embracing all. The orchestral music of
the water’s flow and water’s falls and the soundless messages
of the flowers and foliage reminded me to connect to the
instruments of the heart as I now understand better the
varied mechanisms through which God attempts to communicate with us about his love.”
This trip involved meeting up with alumni friends, introducing us to new alumni friends, and giving us a break from
medical practice or an exploration of retirement practices! I
believe each attendee of these trips would not debate this as
a fact. n
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(2) Grouse Mountain is home
to two orphaned grizzly bears,
Grinder and Coola.

5

(1) Alumni walk across the
glass-floor observation platform of the Columbia Icefield
Skywalk in Alberta, Canada.
(2) MATTHEW S. TAN ’69
and his wife, Esther, enjoy the
view at Bow Falls.
(3) The Rocky Mountaineer
makes its way through the
Canadian Rockies.
(4) NORBERT SCHWER ’88
and his wife, Christine, take a
photo in front of the Canadian
flag on the Athabasca Glacier.
(5) E. BRUCE ELLISTON ’72
and his wife, Melba, enjoy
the train ride through the
Canadian Rockies.
(6) The group of alumni,
family, and friends stop and
take a photo together in front
of Emerald Lake.
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(1) The Rimrock Hotel faces a
beautiful view in Banff.

(3) CARL B. ERMSHAR ’68
and his wife, Arlene, smile for
the camera in front of the view
of Athabasca Glacier.
(4) Alumni enjoy the ride
inside a glass-dome coach of
the GoldLeaf service on the
Rocky Mountaineer tour.

6
7

8

(5) MICKEY N. ASK ’79 takes
in the view as he looks over
Moraine Lake.
(6) H. ROGER HADLEY ’74
(right) takes a selfie with
(left to right) DEBRA L.
STOTTLEMYER ’86, Donna
Hadley, Merle Hildebrand,
and STEVEN W.
HILDEBRAND ’80 in front of
Lake Louise.
(7) GEORGE KAFROUNI ’61
and his wife, Denise, take a
stoll by the flowers at
Butchart Gardens.
(8) RONALD E. REECE ’80
takes photos from the Rocky
Mountaineer viewing platform.
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DEPARTMENT REPORT

Otolaryngology
BY ALFRED A. SIMENTAL ’95, CHAIR ,
DEPARTMENT OF OTOLARYNGOLO GY, LLUSM

Luis’ mother gave him a kiss as he bravely
walked into the operating room at Hospital
Adventista Valle de Angeles, a small mission
hospital in central Honduras. Luis would be the first laryngotracheal reconstruction done in Honduras, and after living with a
tracheostomy for his entire six-year life, he would speak and breathe
normally for the first time. Every spring for the past eight years,
CHRISTOPHER A. CHURCH ’96, with local support from
Jennifer and JOEL R. MUNDALL ’06, has been leading a team
to perform hundreds of life-changing operations like Luis’ and to
teach the local otolaryngology residents in Tegucigalpa.
Over the past decade, our department has grown to eight head
and neck oncologic surgeons (GEORGE D. CHONKICH ’60,
Pedro de Andrade Filho, MD, JARED C. INMAN ’04, Stephanie
Kidd, MD, STEVE C. LEE ’03, Nathaniel Peterson, MD,
ALFRED A. SIMENTAL ’95, and Paul Walker, MD),
four neuro-otologists (Baishakhi Choudhury, MD, Helen Xu,
MD, CHARLES E. STEWART III ’70, and TIMOTHY
JUNG, PHD, ’74), three rhinologists (Nadia Chan, MD,
CHRISTOPHER A. CHURCH ’96, and Kristin Seiberling,
MD), two laryngologists (Brianna Crawley, MD, and Priya
Krishna, MD), two pediatric otolaryngologists (TJ O-Lee, MD,
and Vikrum Thimmappa, MD), two facial plastic and reconstructive surgeons (BENJAMIN D. BRADFORD ’12 and Jennifer
Fuller, MD), five audiologists, two physician assistants, four nurse
practitioners, and two speech pathologists. This has allowed us to
serve our patients and teach our residents and students at multiple
clinical sites, including Loma Linda University (LLU) Medical
Center, Loma Linda Veterans Health System, Riverside University
Hospital (formerly Riverside County Regional Medical Center),
and the Social Action Community Health System (SACHS).
Most recently, we finished a brand new pediatric otolaryngology
clinic and will soon double our pediatric otolaryngology complement to four faculty members.
The third-year students who rotate with us during their surgical
clerkship are exposed to the full range of fellowship-trained
subspecialists both in clinic and in the operating room. We are also
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privileged to host sub-internships for fourth-year students both
from LLU and external medical schools, which allows for students
considering otolaryngology as a career. While otolaryngology
remains one of the most competitive specialties, all of our students
have successfully matched in the past several years.
For the last 17 years, our department has sponsored the
Western Residents’ Advanced Sinus course and the LLU Laryngeal
Conservation Surgery course at the Centennial Complex as part of
our commitment to education. These courses offer not only didactic
lectures taught jointly by our faculty and recognized experts from
around the world but also hands-on fresh cadaver dissection
training in supracricoid laryngectomy and image-guided sinus
surgery. Each year our residents and students attend these courses
along with over 30 residents from other programs throughout the
western United States. These courses serve to foster collaborative
education programs with neighboring training programs, such as
UCI, UCLA, and USC, who now include our residents in their
educational outreach programs as well. In addition, smaller annual
hands-on courses in ultrasound imaging, rhinoplasty, ear surgery,
and airway management are given to our residents and students.
In addition to a wide range of ongoing patient-oriented research
by our clinical faculty, our department supports several basic science
laboratories. We have a world-renowned auditory research group
based out of the VA hospital that performs cutting edge work in
psychoacoustics, tinnitus, cochlear hydrodynamics, and otoacoustic
emissions. On the oncology side, we have labs working on cancer
stem cell biology and biomarkers in both thyroid and squamous
cell carcinoma. Last year our academic output included 22 articles, 10 book chapters, 59 abstracts, and 18 oral presentations at
national meetings.
We are thankful for the opportunities we have had to teach our
students and residents and look forward to continuing our service to
the school and its mission to educate mission-focused physicians. n

Dr. Simental has been professor and chair of the department of
otolaryngology for the past 12 years, while maintaining a busy clinical
and research practice in endocrine surgery averaging over 350 thyroid/
parathyroid surgeries a year.

Dr. Inman usually operates four days
per week and also provides services at our
Murrieta campus, SAC Health System,
and Riverside University Hospital.
He became the fellowship director for
Head & Neck Surgery/Microvascular
Reconstruction in 2014.
Currently, he is the otolaryngology
resident research director and dedicates

time daily to research interests. Dr. Inman
mentors Macpherson Society medical
student summer research scholars
yearly and helped students found a
student-run medical journal, LLU
Student Journal, which can be accessed
at
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/
llu-student-journal. The journal has had
over 1,000 downloads this year and holds
quarterly meetings to teach the science
and art of medical publication to LLU
students. Dr. Inman’s residents describe
him as “easily approachable” and “willing to
allow us to operate.”
Dr. Inman met his wife, an assistant
district attorney, working in clinic at Loma
Linda where she deposed him for a court
case! They live in Riverside with their
5-year-old daughter, Kyrie, and 2-year-old
son, Gio. Family is their greatest blessing.
Loma Linda’s dedication to further
the healing and teaching ministry of Jesus
Christ is why Dr. Inman practices at Loma
Linda, and he prays for continued grace on
his profession and the University. n

When she joined the Loma Linda ENT
department, she partnered up with neurosurgery to develop and expand the skull
base center where complex surgeries of the
anterior, middle, and posterior fossa could
be completed endonasally.

As a rhinology trained specialist,
Dr. Seiberling became interested in allergy,
which is intimately related to sinonasal
disease. She became a fellow of the
American Academy of Otolaryngologic
Allergy (AAOA) in 2014 and started
encompassing allergy into her practice.
Dr. Seiberling has grown the allergy practice, which not only medically treats allergy
patients but offers both allergy shots and
sublingual immunotherapy (allergy drops).
She is currently a board member for the
AAOA and is on various committees,
keeping up to date with the most recent
trends in allergy management. She is in
charge of teaching the residents allergy and
exposing them to the practical matters of
allergy skin testing and immunotherapy.
Despite a busy clinical practice,
Dr. Seiberling is able to spend quality time
with her three girls. She enjoys cooking,
gardening, traveling, and skiing. n

OTOLARYNGOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Jared C. Inman ’04
Dr. Jared Inman was born at
Florida Hospital where his father,
CHARLES C. INMAN ’74, worked as
a family practitioner (Dr. Inman’s brother,
EVAN C. INMAN ’07, is also a family
practitioner). Graduating from Southern
Adventist University with a BA in religious
studies and a BA in biology, he moved to
Loma Linda in 2000 for medical school
followed by residency. In 2011, after two
fellowships focusing on advanced head and
neck oncologic surgery and facial reconstructive surgery (Texas and Mayo Clinic),
Dr. Inman returned to Loma Linda to help
advance multidisciplinary oncologic and
reconstructive surgery. His early interests
were in minimally invasive transoral laser
surgery, microvascular reconstructive
surgery, and reconstructive rhinoplasty.

OTOLARYNGOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Kristin Seiberling, MD
As a native of Southern California,
Dr. Kristin Seiberling was excited to
come back to her roots and join the
Loma Linda University Department of
Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery
back in 2009 after being away for over
10 years. Dr. Seiberling lived in Chicago
for nine years where she completed both
her medical school and otolaryngology
residency at Northwestern University.
After residency she traveled around the
world for three months, exploring, hiking,
and learning about various cultures and
eventually ended up in South Australia
where she completed a yearlong fellowship in rhinology and skull base surgery.
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BY HENRY K. YEO ’68

THE STORM ON OUR SHORES:
ONE ISLAND, TWO SOLDIERS,
AND THE FORGOTTEN BATTLE
OF WORLD WAR II
By Mark Obmascik
Atria Books (April 2019)
256 pages
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ars have been an integral part
of recorded human history,
but the conflagration of
World War II (1939-1945) is unique. There
was action all over Europe, the North and
South Atlantic Oceans, the Mediterranean
Sea, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and the
North and South Pacific Oceans. At the end
of WWII, the estimated number of casualties was a staggering 50 million people.
This is the setting of Pulitzer Prizewinning journalist Mark Obmacisk’s book
on the American retaking of Attu and Kiska
Islands in the North Pacific Aleutian chain of
partially submerged volcanoes. The Japanese
had shown up on Attu in June 1942 to occupy
it and moved its 47 inhabitants to Hokkaido,
Japan, for the remainder of the war.
On May 11, 1943, 12,000 American
troops landed on the southern shore of
Attu and moved north to engage the
defending Japanese. Eighteen days after
their first battle, all the Japanese would be
dead except for 29 prisoners. The American
casualties listed were 549 killed, 1,148
wounded, 1,200 cold injuries, 614 cases of
disease, and 318 accidents.
Seventy-six years later, it is still unclear
what the strategic importance was in the
Japanese War Council’s decision to invade
the Aleutian islands. They were mostly
uninhabited small islands where the clouds
and fog lifted only some eight days in a year.
Journalist Obmacisk’s book, “The Storm
on Our Shores,” is the result of seven years
of research, and the detailed accounts of the
geography and climate, the Attuans, and the
combatants and their maneuvers show it.
The book’s first section focuses on
a Japanese medical officer, PAUL N.
TATSUGUCHI ’38, assigned to the
troops on Attu during the occupation. He
was a casualty who left a unique handwritten diary that is the only eyewitness
description of the brutal 18-day battle for
Attu. It turned out that Dr. Tatsuguchi
was a committed Seventh-day Adventist
Christian who had studied at Pacific Union
College (PUC) in the early 1930s and

subsequently attended medical school at the
College of Medical Evangelists (CME), now
known as LLU School of Medicine. He then
returned to Japan to work at the SDA Tokyo
Sanitarium. His story survives primarily
because of the contents of his diary.
The diary was retrieved by 1st Sgt.
Charles Dick Laird, 7th Division, after a
brief skirmish with eight Japanese soldiers
on the final day of the fighting. There was
also a satchel containing some medical
books in English. He turned the journal
over to the Army Intelligence for translation
(it was written in Japanese and English),
and he was later given a copy of it by the
American Nisei translator.
The medical books were passed on to
an American battalion surgeon on Attu, J.
LAWRENCE WHITAKER ’38, who
was shocked to learn about Dr. Tatsuguchi
being on the island. They were classmates
from both PUC and CME. There was
also a third CME graduate, JOSEPH
MUDRY ’39, on the island at the same time.
A good share of “The Storm on Our
Shores” is deservedly given over to a biography of Charles Dick Laird, who would
subsequently see more action in the South
Pacific until 1945, winning a Silver Star
Medal and a wall-full of other citations for
gallantry. His story would be a good book
all by itself. The most poignant sections are
of his rediscovery of Dr. Tatsuguchi’s 1943
diary and how the doctor’s urgent, resigned
personal jottings to his wife and two daughters at home in Japan progressively prompted
Laird to attempt an almost impossible quest
to personally connect with the doctor’s family
some 32 years after their encounter on Attu.
It is impossible not to be moved by the
accounts of their first tentative contacts
leading to their eventual reconciliation and
close friendship that lasted for several years
until Laird’s passing.
The best features of “The Storm on Our
Shores” are the little-known details of the
Battle of Attu and its aftermath and the 12
pages of archival photographs, all presented
in a concise readable account. n

Stanley G. Sturges ’55
DR. STURGES WAS BORN IN OCTOBER 1929
IN THE THEN BELGIAN CONGO AND DIED
JULY 12, 2019, IN LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON.
Dr. Sturges achieved national recognition as an athlete and as
a pioneering physician in Nepal. He is best known for creating,
with the assistance of his wife, Raylene Duncan Sturges, RN, the
Scheer Memorial Hospital in Banepa, Nepal. Funds for construction were gifted by Clifford Scheer, a construction consultant
of Springfield, New Jersey, in the name of his parents, Carolyn
and Charles Scheer. The hospital was envisioned, designed, and
in large measure built by Dr. Sturges. Today, a 120-bed medical
center stands as a testament to the passionate mission of Dr. and
Mrs. Sturges and includes a college of nursing, offering master’s
programs in a variety of nursing specialties.
Dr. Sturges’ leadership and involvement in public medical
service came naturally. He was born in Africa to Violet and
J. Hubert Sturges, MD. Serving as Adventist missionaries was a
tradition in the Sturges family. Dr. Stanley Sturges’ older brother
HUBERT F. STURGES ’52, his sister Elizabeth Taylor, his
younger brother KEITH W. STURGES ’59, who followed him
to Nepal and Scheer Memorial Hospital, and his brother-in-law,
LESLIE A. SMART ’54, were all called to medical missionary
service. (Dr. Sturges also had another brother, Glenn.) His parents
insisted that young Stanley prepare himself for service by learning
various trades during the summer months between school sessions.
He was later grateful for these skills when designing and constructing
his family’s home in Nepal and later the mission hospital.
After graduating from Pacific Union College in 1951,
Dr. Sturges entered medical school at the College of Medical
Evangelists. There his colleagues let off steam and frustration
on the volleyball court. By their senior year, his group of medical
school classmates had developed an extremely competitive
volleyball team that achieved remarkable success. In 1955, they
advanced to the NCAA national championship finals against
Florida State. Their success included the nomination of two
members, including Dr. Sturges, as All-American athletes.
Unexpected success and recognition came rapidly to Dr.
Sturges. In 1961, he was selected as one of the Ten Outstanding
Young Men of America by the U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
He met President Nixon, and he appeared on the Ed Sullivan
show. Dr. Sturges and Raylene documented their experiences in
the book “In the Valley of Seven Cities,” written by Dr. Sturges.
It is a chronicle of the contributions of Dr. Sturges and his wife

MARK STURGES

A Medical
Officer’s
Journey
on the
Battlefield

to the health of 500,000 residents of the valley they touched
with compassionate and modern medical care. When Dr. Sturges
and Raylene were honored by Pacific Union College, Raylene
made this statement of their philosophy: “Don’t forget that the
unbathed person in front of you may become your best friend.”
Upon returning from mission service, Dr. Sturges completed
a psychiatric residency at Mayo Clinic. He initiated a successful
psychiatric program at Kettering Medical Center in Ohio. He
later practiced and led psychiatric programs in Portland and
Astoria, Oregon. In retirement, Dr. Sturges pursued an interest in
parliamentary procedure and was parliamentarian for the Oregon
State Medical Society. He became a well-informed amateur geologist and created a collection of beautiful rocks. He was also a
trombone and tuba musician with the Sunnyside Up Brass group.
After the death of Raylene in 2018, Dr. Sturges lived in a
Portland retirement facility, where he developed new friendships
and continued to nourish relationships with his five children.
He had two daughters, Cheri (Greg) Holly and Charlene; three
sons, Stan (Lydia Chu), James (Leticia), and Mark (Carolyn); 12
grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.
In Nepal, the Sturgeses insisted that all patients be treated equally,
regardless of the prevalent caste system. One of their devoted helpers
was Kanchha, a member of the vaidya caste, whom Dr. Sturges
treated successfully for tuberculosis. Kanchha once expressed to
Dr. Sturges his hope that when he died, his fellow villagers would
say of him, “There died an honest man, devoted to duty.” Dr. Sturges
was touched by this statement, saying he could only hope that his
own sense of destiny was as strong as that of Kanchha.
Stanley G. Sturges died an honest man, devoted to duty, to his
family, and to God. n
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married from June 2007 until January 31, 2013,
when Glyndon passed away. In April 2014, he
married Sachiko Wilbanks, who survives him.
In addition to his wife, Sachiko, Dr. Richards
is survived by his son, Ralph; daughters, Beverly
Phillips and Luna Martin; 16 grandchildren;
and 20 great-grandchildren.

Remembered
ALVIN E. DAHL ’43 died Jan. 19, 2019, with

his family at his side.
He was born the
third of seven children to
Scandinavian
immigrant
parents, Hilma Hedden and
Olaf John Olsen Dahl, on June 2, 1918, in Middle
River, Minnesota, the summer his father was
ordained a minister of the SDA Church at the
Anoka Camp meeting in Minnesota. After living
in Brooklyn, New York, and Chicago, Illinois,
where he graduated from Broadview Academy,
he attended Emanuel Missionary College (now
Andrews University) for one year. There he met
his future wife, Charlyn Snyder, who was studying
nursing. He then transferred to La Sierra College
for his second year. He took some summer school
and was accepted into the College of Medical
Evangelists when another student was unable to
attend. He was the youngest member of his class.
Dr. Dahl married Charlyn in 1940 prior to his last
two years at White Memorial Hospital in L.A.
In 1943, Dr. Dahl interned at Porter
Hospital in Denver, Colorado. He was given a
lot of hands on experience that year and decided
to do a surgical residency in Benton Harbor,
Michigan. He had been able to observe and
assist in many cases in Denver. Shortly into the
residency, he discovered that first-year residents
do not do much and he had already done more
than many senior residents, so he dropped out
of the program and let Uncle Sam hire him. He
entered the Army where he spent time in the
Philippines at a field triage hospital. Following
his discharge, his family moved to Denver to
start a general practice, which included OB,
surgery, anesthesia, and office and house calls.
They loved hiking and exploring the outdoors.

He was active in the local medical community,
service organizations and the SDA Church.
Dr. Dahl and Charlyn spent six months at the
Saigon Vietnam Adventist hospital near the end
of the war. He retired in 1982 to travel around
the U.S. and abroad.
In 2001, Dr. Dahl and his wife moved
to Scottsdale, Arizona, to be closer to their
daughter, Diane. Dr. Dahl celebrated his 100th
birthday with family in June 2018. He was
preceded in death by his wife of 73 years in 2013.
Dr. Dahl is survived by his sister, Eunice
Dahl Galleher; three daughters, Sharon Dahl
Wedin, Sheila ( John), and Diane (William);
granddaughters, Karlyn ( Jeffrey) and Sharlene
(Andre); four great-grandchildren, Kalli,
Tanner, Parker, and Zachary; and numerous
nieces and nephews.
LEE J. RICHARDS ’47 died Aug. 18, 2019.

He was born Levi Richert
near Manfred, North Dakota,
on Sept. 21, 1920. At the age
of 4, he moved with his
German-speaking parents,
Jacob and Sarah Richert, and his older brothers,
Gideon and Ray, to Shafter, California. He later
studied at La Sierra College, where he met Esther
Blakely, whom he married on Aug. 24, 1941.
His relationship with the College of Medical
Evangelists (CME) began in 1941 when he
was hired to work in the histology and neuroanatomy lab. There he became well acquainted
with E. HAROLD SHRYOCK ’34, and
within a year or so, he decided that he did not
want to spend the rest of his life working as a
lab technician. With the help of Dr. Shryock,
Dr. Richards was able to go to medical school.

Shortly before graduation, Dr. Richards was
urged by Dr. Shryock’s mother to anglicize his
name to prevent possible discrimination against
him, so upon her advice, Levi Julius Richert
became Lee James Richards.
After a year of internship and another year
of teaching at CME, Dr. Richards joined the
U.S. Army. In June 1948, Dr. Richards arrived
at Fort Sam Houston in Texas for basic training.
He later relocated with his family to the Bay
area. They spent the next two years there,
during which Dr. Richards was head of the
OB-GYN department in the hospital at Camp
Stoneman. After his discharge in May 1950, he
moved his family back to Loma Linda, where he
had accepted a position teaching in the neuroanatomy department.
Dr. Richards later completed a surgical
residency at Kern Medical Center in Bakersfield,
California. At the end of his residency, he and his
step-brother, GORDON L. TOHM ’56, built
a three-suite office building to begin a private
practice. Dr. Richards continued to train new
residents at Kern Medical Center and was on
the teaching staff there for a number of years. He
remained in practice until 1999 and continued
to assist in surgery until his 95th birthday.
Although health problems began to slow
him down later in life, it was difficult for him
to admit defeat. In April 2019, he suddenly
became ill and spent several days in the hospital.
This last illness rendered him an invalid, and the
last four months of his life were difficult for him
even though his faith remained strong.
In March 2006, Esther died in their 65th
year of marriage. About a year later, Dr. Richards
reconnected with Glyndon Nixon, whom he had
known while growing up in Shafter. They were
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RAYMOND O. WEST ’52 died Aug. 19,

2019. He was born in
Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia, on
Sept. 23, 1922, where he lived
until 1937 when he attended
Oshawa Missionary College
and met the love of his life, Julia I. Huckabone.
Dr. West joined the Royal Canadian
Volunteer Reserve in October 1942 and served
as a sick birth attendant and an X-ray technician. Julia and Dr. West were married in St.
John’s, Newfoundland, on July 27, 1944. Their
loving marriage lasted 74 years until Julia passed
away on Dec. 31, 2018.
Dr. West’s time in the Royal Canadian
Reserve led him in the direction of health care, and
he eventually enrolled at Loma Linda University
(LLU) for medical school. He interned at
Washington Adventist Hospital in Takoma Park,
Maryland, and after passing the medical board
examinations in both the U.S. and Canada, he
returned to Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, and practiced for two years. In 1953, the family moved to
Vancouver Island in British Columbia, where he
served as medical director of Rest Haven General
Hospital for two years. In 1956, Dr. West and his
family moved back to Takoma Park, Maryland,
where he practiced family medicine, taking two
years off to attend Harvard School of Public
Health, earning two degrees.
In 1967, Dr. West accepted a call to LLU,
where he served with joint appointments in
the new School of Health and the School of
Medicine. He served as chairman of the department of epidemiology and associate professor
of preventive medicine. Under the deanship of
DAVID B. HINSHAW ’47, Dr. West instituted the new department of family medicine. In
1968, he accepted a call from Florida Hospital to
chair the new residency program in family medicine. When this program was on a sound footing,

he returned to LLU and taught until he retired
to Belfair, Washington, in 1990. He was honored
with the distinction of Emeritus Professor of
family medicine at LLU School of Medicine.
During his career, Dr. West also served as editor
of the ALUMNI JOURNAL for six years.
After retirement, Dr. West authored a book,
“Confessions of a Christian Physician.” He kept
his medical license current, took courses, and
read medical journals until his death. Dr. West
loved adventure, traveling, and learning. Over the
years he traveled widely, lecturing and teaching
for the General Conference of Seventh-Day
Adventists and LLU. He will be remembered
for his compassion and kindness to his patients,
students, and family.
Dr. West is survived by his children,
Raylene, Donna, Dan, and Julie Carpenter;
grandchildren, Jennifer, Jessica, Erin, Zak, and
Heather; great-grandchildren, Ashley, Hailey,
Audrey, Luca, Max, and Quinn; and his sister,
Rosalie Connors.
FRED C. SCHNIBBE ’54 of College Place,

Washington, died Aug. 16,
2019, at Park Manor.
Dr. Schnibbe was born
on July 14, 1925, to Fred
Herman and Johanna Maier
Schnibbe in Brooklyn, New York. He graduated
from the School of Automotive Trades and was
drafted into the Army during World War II. He
became a medical technician and was assigned to
the first established Army Evacuation Hospital
in Europe. He became fascinated with things
medical while helping to treat wounded soldiers
in Austria and Germany.
In 1946, Dr. Schnibbe followed his sister west
to attend Walla Walla College. He had become an
X-ray technician overseas, so he took calls at both
Walla Walla General and St. Mary’s Hospitals.
He married Verona Montanye on June 20,
1948, soon after she graduated. She continued
to work in the registrar’s office while he
completed his junior and senior years. He was
later accepted into medical school and graduated
in 1954 from the College of Medical Evangelists.
After interning at Portland Adventist
Hospital, he answered a call to practice in

Twisp, Washington. Dr. Schnibbe accepted the
invitation of HAROLD B. STOUT ’38 and
HAROLD W. LAMBERTON ’46 to join
them in practice to form the community medical
center near the hospital and a Seventh-day
Adventist church and school in Brewster. It
was a special relationship, and all kept up with
continuing medical education and a very lively
practice. The Brewster Seventh-day Adventist
congregation met for several years in the school
gymnasium, and when they decided to build a
new church, Dr. Schnibbe, a church elder, was
named building committee chairman.
Dr. Schnibbe retired in December 1994
but continued to assist in surgery until 2002. In
2008, he and his wife sold Hidden Pines Ranch
and moved to College Place, among relatives and
old college friends. They volunteered at Walla
Walla General Hospital and the Walla Walla
University Haystad Alumni Center. They were
also greeters at the WWU Church.
Dr. Schnibbe is survived by his wife, Verona;
daughter-in-law, Dee Ann; sons, Richard
(Winnie) and Dr. Dale (Ann); granddaughters, Liesl, Heidi Hayes, and Tonya Burnham;
grandsons, Eric and Jacob; great-grandchildren, Koen and Addison Hayes, Cole and
Oliver Burnham, James Madlyn, and Poppy
Mae; brother, Dick (Ann); brother-in-law,
Mike Montanye; sisters-in-law, Florence
Montanye and Marge; and several nieces and
nephews. He was preceded in death by his son,
ROBERT K. SCHNIBBE ’78-A; parents;
sister, Viola Drum; and brother, Bill.
GENE V. AABY ’55 died June 7, 2019. He was

a thoracic surgeon.
BENNETT M. LAU ’55 was born May 28,

1930, and died June 23, 2018.
He graduated from La
Sierra College in 1951 before
earning his medical degree
at the College of Medical
Evangelists. He was a career surgeon and plastic
surgeon for the United States Army, serving in
the U.S., European, Korean, and Pacific theaters
with honors. After retiring from private practice
in Hawaii, Dr. Lau served two separate mission
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tours with his wife at Hong Kong Adventist
Hospital (1995-1997) and at Hong Kong and
Tsuen Wan Adventist Hospitals (2001-2004).
A talented musician, Dr. Lau mastered the
piano and organ and frequently accompanied
soloists, choirs, and music groups for schools,
colleges, and churches, and he will be remembered for his special choral programs for the
SDA churches in Hawaii and Hong Kong. He
was known for his service to God and his love
toward others.
He is survived by his wife, Yvonne; daughter,
DeeAnne; son-in-law, Larry K. Howell; brother,
FRANCIS Y. LAU ’47; and sister, Majella
Lau Hsu.
WYNTON G. SHAW ’56 was born the eldest

of five children on Jan. 10,
1929, to Gerald and Della
Shaw in Long Creek, Oregon.
He died Sept. 1, 2019.
Dr. Shaw practiced
obstetrics and gynecology for 31 years at Palomar
Hospital, delivering over 10,000 babies during
his career. He will forever be remembered as a
Christian gentleman who loved God and family.
Dr. Shaw is survived by his wife of 69 years,
Darlene; sisters, Sarah Spaulding and Marcene
Halverson; children, Doreen Shaw-Wentland,
Dyanne Cogley, and Robert; 12 grandchildren;
and eight great-grandchildren. He was preceded
in death by his daughter, Janelle Teichman;
brother, Melvin; and sister, Carol Morrill.
NORMAN C. SOOY ’64 was born Dec. 23,

1937, in Middletown, Ohio,
and died Sept. 16, 2019.
Dr. Sooy graduated
from Mt. Vernon Academy,
Andrews University, Columbia
Union College, and Loma Linda University School
of Medicine, where he became a member of the
Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society.
He proudly served as a captain in the U.S. Army
Medical Corp (1966-68) before beginning his
medical practice at Rahn Hills Medical Group in
Centerville, Ohio. He was a member of Fairmont
Presbyterian Church and a 50-year member of the
Ohio State Medical Association.
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Dr. Sooy’s life was devoted to loving his family,
treasuring friendships, caring deeply for the health
and well-being of his patients, loving all music,
sharing his beautiful tenor voice, reading and
studying, traveling, boating, pets, tennis, and golf.
The family is forever grateful to the dedicated physicians and care givers for their care
and concern during the past five years, allowing
Dr. Sooy to continue living life to the fullest.
Dr. Sooy is survived by his wife of 38 years,
Barbara; daughters, Monica, Lisa ( Joel) Cary, and
Melanie ( John) Kain; son, Norman; stepsons,
Greg (Sheila) Wasmund, Todd (Tracy) Wasmund,
and Kirk (Misi) Wasmund; 20 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren; brother Robert Sooy, MD;
sisters, Janet (Ed) Buras and Diana Sooy Hunter;
sister-in-law, Pam Berg Walker; and several nieces
and nephews. He was preceded in death by his
parents, Brainard and Arlene; daughter, Dovie;
and several extended family members.
DOUGLAS S. WONG ’67 died June 5, 2019,

in Henderson, Nevada. He
was born in the Zhongshan
village in the Guangdong
province of China on Oct. 13,
1930. Dr. Wong immigrated
to the U.S. in 1948 after the end of World War II.
He completed a BS in engineering at UCLA in
1957 and an MS in electrical engineering from
USC in 1959. He worked for the County of Los
Angeles in the Department of Water and Power
before attending medical school.
Dr. Wong was LLU’s first radiology resident
and was a fellow and project investigator in radiation oncology at MD Anderson Cancer Center
in Houston, Texas (1972-1973). He returned to
LLU after his fellowship and became an associate director of radiation medicine in 1976.
In 1977, he started consulting work in Las
Vegas, Nevada, and eventually left LLU in 1980
to pursue full-time private practice. He became
the first board-certified full-time radiation
oncologist in Nevada, and he introduced modern
radiotherapy technology and in-house radiation
physics, complete with a treatment-planning
computer to the greater Las Vegas area.
Dr. Wong retired in March 2000. By the
time of his retirement, his radiology group,

Nevada Radiology Oncology Center, was the
largest radiology group in the state of Nevada.
Dr. Wong is survived by his wife, Betty;
daughter, DeeAnn ( Jonathan); son, Tim; and
his younger sister, Cecelia (Dick).
CHARLES A. RUSSELL ’78-A was born

Dec. 27, 1952, in Lawrence,
Kansas, the first son of
Marjorie and CHARLES A.
RUSSELL ’66. He died on
Aug. 3, 2019, in Seattle,
Washington, while awaiting a heart transplant.
Dr. Russell grew up intent on following in
his father’s footsteps in medicine. He graduated from La Sierra College and met his wife,
Barbara Rector, while attending medical school,
marrying her on Dec. 21, 1976. Following graduation, Dr. Russell completed his internship
and orthopedic surgery residency at White
Memorial Hospital (Los Angeles) and returned
to Loma Linda for a hand surgery fellowship.
After a brief term in joint practice in Glendale,
California, he moved his family to the Northwest
in 1988, where he practiced in Washington.
Passionate about providing his patients
with the highest standard of care, Dr. Russell’s
vacations were not complete without a medical
journal in hand. He divorced his wife, Barbara,
subsequent to experiencing a series of three
strokes and recovering from an aortic valve
replacement. After relearning how to walk and
eventually how to tie surgical knots, he returned
to practice as his rehabilitation allowed.
Dr. Russell was very supportive of his
daughter, Chelsea, and granddaughter, Chloe. He
cherished his time with his long-time companion,
Anita Forczek, and was an active member of the
Enumclaw Lions Club. He enjoyed teaching and
mentoring medical students and spending time
in nature hiking Mount Rainier. In July 2019,
he moved his “office” (pending patient charts) to
the University of Washington Medical Center
Cardiac ICU, anticipating a transplant; however,
he succumbed to complications.
Dr. Russell is survived by his fiancée, Anita
Forczek; daughter, Chelsea; granddaughter,
Chloe Russell-King; mother, Marjorie; and
brother, DONALD E. RUSSELL ’85. n

The Ray Ryckman Professional Chair
supporting Microbiology Research and Education
You are invited to join us in honoring the life and career of
Dr. Ray Ryckman

Dr. Ryckman helped start the School of Tropical and
Preventive Medicine in 1950 and his research helped
improve the lives of millions living with Chagas
disease. Dr. Ryckman’s endowed chair reflects his
passion for research and teaching and will inspire
faculty and students to pursue innovation in the field
of Microbiology.

Raymond E. Ryckman, PhD, receives the
University Distinguished Service Award
from Loma Linda University Health
President Richard H. Hart, MD, DrPH.

We have already raised nearly
$1 million toward our initial
goal of $1.5 million. This
endowed chair will be dedicated
to recruiting and developing
quality faculty, thereby
enhancing the education of
students in our Microbiology
program. The endowment will
also seed faculty research in this area of study.
Join us in making the endowment a reality.
Your generosity will help support the legacy of
Dr. Ryckman. The philanthropy team is ready to help
you explore giving methods, including gifts from donor
advised funds, tailored to your wishes and your
family’s circumstances.

For more information, contact:
Tiffanie Haynal, Office of Philanthropy, thanynal@llu.edu, 909-558-3564
11175 Mountain View Plaza, Suite A, Loma Linda, California 92354
Please reference gift fund code MRRYCK
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